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 ▼ Traders consider CBOE volatility indexes 
to be premier measurements of market 
volatility.  Now, in addition to the hugely 
popular Options on VIX, CBOE provides 
expanded opportunities for trading volatility 
on benchmark equity indexes.  Introducing 
Options on VXN (CBOE Nasdaq-100 Volatility 
Index) and Options on RVX (CBOE Russell 
2000 Volatility Index).  Trading volatility has 
never been easier.

Enjoy the ride.  Trade volatility at CBOE.    

To learn more, visit www.cboe.com/volatility.

ABUNDANT
VOLATILITY
OPPORTUNITIES.

▲   OPTIONS ON THE CBOE VOLATILITY INDEX (VIX®)
 NEw! OPTIONS ON THE CBOE NASDAQ-100® VOLATILITY INDEX (VXN)
  NEw! OPTIONS ON THE CBOE RUSSELL 2000® VOLATILITY INDEX (RVX)

http://www.cboe.com/volatility


Traders often attempt to incorporate volume in
their analysis, but they rarely pay attention to
whether more volume is occurring at the bid or
offer price. The following analysis is based on

whether traders hit the bid when selling or lifted the offer
when buying. This price/volume information will be used
to track whether buyers are more aggressive than sellers, or
vice versa. 

The analysis will use the raw volume numbers applied to
open-high-low-close price bars along with two studies that

smooth the price/volume information. 
Figure 1 is a 15-minute chart of the E-Mini S&P 500 (ES).

There are four studies beneath the price chart. The top
study (Best AV) is the total amount of volume traded at the
ask price for each 15-minute bar. The next study (Best BV) is
the total amount of volume traded into the bid price during
each 15-minute bar. The price bars are color-coded to reflect
whether more trading occurred at the ask price (green bar)
or the bid price (red bar). In this example, the market is
moving mostly upward, and most of the bars are colored

green.
The next study, BAVolCr, stands for

Bid Ask Volume Cross. Two lines are
plotted: the green line is the five-bar
running sum of the total volume trad-
ed at the ask price and the red line is
the five-bar running sum of the total
volume traded at the bid price.
Through most of the trading session,
the green line is above the red line.

The bottom study, Bid Ask Volume
Oscillator (BAVolOsc), shows the dif-
ference between the two lines from the
BAVolCr study. Bars above the zero
line (blue dotted line) indicate there is
more buying than selling; bars below
the zero line indicate the opposite.

Let’s analyze the information shown
in Figure 1. First, a caveat: Volume
studies are best used on days when the
market is particularly strong or weak
because of positive or negative news.
They are also more useful when ana-
lyzed within a larger context, such as
at key support or resistance levels.
Volume studies should not be used on
their own. 

The BAVolCr study from Figure 1
shows the green line (buying volume)
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Volume is a useful indicator, but analyzing whether it is executed on the bid or ask can help indicate

who’s winning the battle between buyers and sellers.

FIGURE 1 — E-MINI S&P 500

Each of the four studies use volume detailing whether the last price was gener-
ated by a trader hitting a bid (selling) or lifting an offer (buying). The bars are
green if there were more trades at the ask and red if there were more trades at
the bid. During this uptrend, most of the bars are green, indicating solid buying.
The arrows mark the points the BAVolOsc changes from rising to falling and
back.

Tracking bid/ask volume

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

BY FOT STAFF

http://www.cqg.com


peaked during the 10:30 bar, after
which the market settled in a trading
range. The buying volume line then
headed down along with the red line
(selling volume) until 12:15. This is
common volume behavior: The mar-
ket tends to slow down as traders
break for lunch in Chicago.

Figure 2 is four days worth of 15-
minute bars for the E-Mini S&P. The
BAVolCr study drops to its lowest lev-
els during noon of each session. 

In Figure 1, arrows mark points
where the BAVolOsc changes from ris-
ing to falling and vice versa. The
changes in the direction of the reading
from the oscillator tended to be con-
sistent with changes in price direction.

Figure 3 is the E-Mini Nasdaq 100 (NQ) contract from the
same time frame as Figure 1. In Figure 1, when the bars first
turned red (indicating that sellers were in charge) the next
bar tended to move lower. Similarly, when the first bar was

green, the next bar or bars tended to move higher.
In Figure 3, the first three red bars are interesting. Notice

the first red bar is an up bar, closing near the high of the bar.
However, the market climbed despite there being more

continued on p. 10

FIGURE 2 — FOUR TRADING SESSIONS

This example shows how the heaviest traded volume based on the five-bar run-
ning sum of trades at the bid and offer tends to occur in the morning before
tapering off to low levels at noon in Chicago and climbing again.

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

FIGURE 3 — E-MINI NASDAQ 100

The arrows mark the points the BAVolOsc changes from rising to falling and
back. In this case, the first turn by the BAVolOsc lagged the upturn by the 
market.

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)
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traders selling into the bid — a sign
buyers were absorbing the selling.

The next bar is a red down bar, but
the following bar is a red up bar that
closes at the high. This is a sign of
strength — traders were placing bids
that were hit by sellers, but the sellers
could not gain control. Also, this
caused the BAVolOsc to turn up while
in negative territory after the market
was already climbing.

From that point on, similar to Figure
1, the BAVolOsc directional changes
tended to be consistent with price
changes.

Figure 4 shows the 10-year T-note
futures (TY) for the same time period
as Figures 1 and 3. Again, arrows mark
the changes in the direction of the BAVolOsc. This market
was trending down while the equity markets were trending
up. The session closed early this day ahead of the
Columbus Day holiday. 

The 10-year T-note broke hard following the employ-
ment report, with more than 200,000 contracts changing
hands at the 7:30 bar (the second of three red bars in the
first part of the trading session). 

Following the 7:30 bar, the next price bar is a red down
bar, but both the Best AV and Best BV bars are lower than
the 7:30 histogram bar. There is less volume coming into the
market as the market moves downward.

The 8 a.m. bar is the first green bar, which is also the
same bar the BAVolOsc started climbing while in negative
territory. It has similar BestAV and BestBV readings as the
previous bar, even though it traded lower. This indicated
the market was temporarily sold out, as the lower prices
were not attracting more aggressive selling. 

The market then edged higher, but both the BestAV and
BestBV stayed flat, indicating participants were not coming
in and the slight advance should be considered a coun-
tertrend move. The market then turned down, coinciding
with the BAVolOsc peaking and turning down.

Finally, toward the latter part of the shortened trading
session, the BAVolOsc turned back up and the market
moved slightly higher.

Tracking traders’ actions at the bid and ask price can pro-
vide a greater insight into market dynamics than simply
using price and volume. By creating the kind of indicators
shown here, traders can better gauge who is dominating —
buyers or sellers — as well as when subtle shifts occur
between the two, which can be the part of the basis for trad-
ing setups.�
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FIGURE 4 — TEN-YEAR T-NOTE

The bond market trended lower while the stock markets were moving up.

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)
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If you agree with Baron Rothschild’s suggestion to
enter the markets “when there is blood on the
streets,” you might have bought stocks after the Dow
Jones Industrial Average fell 2.64 percent (366 points)

on Oct. 19 — the 20th anniversary of
the 1987 stock market crash when the
Dow plunged 22.6 percent in one day.

Rothschild knew fearful investors
often panic and sell high-quality stocks
at a discount and that buying on a dip
can generate profits. 

For options traders, however, this is
easier said than done.  When implied
volatility (IV) spikes during market
sell-offs, calls can become prohibitive-
ly expensive.

So how can you make money after
the underlying tanks? A textbook
would recommend selling uncovered
puts, but entering a position with huge
downside exposure is risky, especially
in volatile market conditions. One way
to take advantage of short-term uncer-
tainty and a possible longer-term
rebound is a diagonal call spread. 

To create one, you buy an in-the-
money (ITM) call and sell a higher-
strike, at-the-money (ATM) call that
expires sooner. To trade these positions
effectively, you need to know how
these spreads behave, how to structure
them, and how diagonals are likely to
perform over long periods. 

Trade structure
In early May 2006, the S&P 500 index fell almost five per-
cent in two weeks amid concerns about housing and energy
prices and an inverted yield curve. The CBOE Volatility
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Long-term 
diagonal call spreads

Traders often use diagonals because they can benefit from changes in direction and volatility. 

Some objective estimates can help you maximize profits.

BY TRISTAN YATES

Strategy snapshot 

Strategy: Diagonal call spread.

Market bias: Long-term bullish.

Components: 1. Long 12-month call that is ITM by 10 percent.
2. Short three-month ATM or slightly OTM call.

Logic: Capture profits from rallying underlying market and IV that 
is slightly higher than SV.

Criteria: When IV is high, buy lower-strike calls. When IV 
is low, buying time works better than lowering a call’s strike.

Best-case The market trades at or just above the short call’s strike at 
scenario: first expiration. Cover short call and hold long call until 

expiration. Repeat with additional long and short calls.

Worst-case The underlying rises sharply in the first three months.
scenario: After short call expires ITM, the underlying drops below the 

long call’s strike.

Possible If the market trades above the short strike at first expiration — 
adjustments: exit the spread, modify the long call, or enter a bull call 

spread by selling another call that expires in the same month.

Maximum gain: Long call’s value — debit (at first expiration).

Maximum loss: Cost of spread.



index (VIX) jumped from 11 to 17, which would have made
calls likely very expensive. The S&P 500 dropped another
3.73 percent in the first two weeks of June before stabilizing,
although volatility remained high. 

If you expected the S&P 500 to rebound within 12
months, you could have entered the following long-term
diagonal call spread with the S&P 500 at 1,251.54 on June 16,
2006: 

1.Buy one ITM 1,225 call for 
$131.46, expiring June 15, 2007
(IV = 17 percent, ATM IV of 
June calls = 17.5 percent)

2.Sell one OTM 1,275 call for $40.36, 
expiring Sept. 15, 2006 (IV = 15.5 
percent, ATM IV of September calls
= 16.5 percent)

The ATM implied volatility of the
September short 1,275 call is a few
points higher than the June 2007 long
call (not shown). This is unusual, but
often happens after a correction.  

You must pay $91.11 to place this
diagonal spread, because the long 1,225
June call costs more than the short
1,275 September call. This debit repre-
sents the trade’s maximum loss in the
event the S&P 500 trades below the
1,225 strike by June 15, 2007. 

The diagonal spread’s maximum
gain depends on several factors. If the
S&P 500 is trading at 1,275 or below on
Sept. 15, 2006, the short call will expire
worthless and you keep the $40.36
credit. At that point, the long call will
have lost some time value, but the
spread will continue to be profitable as
long as this option doesn’t lose more

than $40.36 — the short call’s initial premium. 
When you buy or sell any option, you can calculate its

potential gains or losses by forecasting where the underly-
ing is likely to trade until expiration. Historically, the S&P
500 index has gained about 9 percent annually over the past
80 years (1928-2007). The Center for Research in Securities
Prices first verified the S&P’s average annual return in 1964,
and decades later, it still maintains this long-term average,

continued on p. 14

TABLE 1 — ESTIMATED RETURNS

This spread should gain $44.18 within 12 months — a projected return of 48.5 percent.

Initial Estimated price Three-month Estimated price 12-month 
price (Sept. 15, 2006) return (June 15, 2007) return

S&P 500 1,251.54 1,278.77 +2.2% 1,364.06 +9.0%

Long June 1,225 call 131.46 120.88 -8.0% 139.06 +5.8%

Short Sept. 1,275 call -40.36 -3.77 -90.7% NA NA

Diagonal spread 91.11 117.11 +28.5% 135.29 +48.5%

Assumptions:

Short call IV = 17%, long call IV = 15.5%, drops to 13.5% within three months.

Volatility skew: long call +1.0%, short call  -0.5% 

Interest rate: 5%

FUTURES & OPTIONS TRADER • November 2007 13
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so it is a reasonable future esti-
mate.

An annual return of 9 per-
cent translates to 0.72 percent
per month. Given this monthly
estimate, you can assume the
S&P 500 will trade at 1,279
when the short 1,275 call
expires on Sept. 15, 2006 and
1,364 when the long 1,275 call
expires on June 15, 2007. Table
1 shows the diagonal call
should gain $44.18 within 12
months — a projected return
of 48.5 percent.

Wrong forecast, right
spread
Figure 1 is a daily chart of the
S&P 500 with the diagonal
spread’s strike prices; it shows
the trade didn’t unfold as expected. In July 2006 the S&P
500 traded below 1,280, but then rose 2.92 percent from
Aug. 11 to 31. The short 1,275 call’s timing was wrong, and
the S&P 500 climbed much higher than forecast. As a result,
the short call was ITM by 44.70 points when it expired on
Sept. 15 — a loss of $4.34.

Because the S&P 500 climbed 5.4 percent, however, the
long June 1,225 call gained $24.17 by the September expira-
tion. The long call gained 18.4 percent, and the short one
gained just 10.8 percent — a total profit of $19.82 (21.8 per-
cent) within three months. The long call could have gained
more, but the VIX fell from 17 to 12, which reduced its prof-
itability.

At this point, you could simply sell the long call, but
because the objective is a long-term strategy, you should
either buy back the short September call for $44.70 (or let it
expire ITM) and hold the long 1,225 call until it expires nine
months later.

If you decided to hold the long call, and you assumed the
S&P 500 would continue to climb 0.72 percent each month,
the index should climb 6.7 percent to 1,408 within nine
months, and the overall spread position should gain
$138.02 (182.72 long call minus 44.70 short call premium).
Table 2 shows this profit represents a total return of 51.5
percent on the spread’s initial debit of $91.11.

In reality, however, Figure 1 shows the S&P rallied 16.1
percent from Sept.15, 2006 to June 15, 2007 and closed at
1,532.91 as the long 1,225 call expired. Table 3 shows the
long call was worth $307.91 — a total return of $263.21
(188.9 percent) within 12 months. 

You couldn’t have earned as much if you sold a naked
put or capped potential gains with a bull call spread (long
call, short higher-strike call in the same month). 

Managing the trade
If you enter a diagonal call spread, and the underlying rises

TABLE 2 — FIRST EXPIRATION

The diagonal spread gained 21.8 percent when the short 1,275 call expired on Sept. 15. If you continued to hold the long
1,225 call, the entire spread should earn 51.5 percent within nine months.

Actual performance Estimates

Initial Price Three-month Estimated price 12-month 
price (Sept. 15, 2006) return (June 15, 2007) return

S&P 500 1,251.54 1,319.70 5.4% 1,407.72 12.5%

Long June 1,225 call 131.46 155.63 18.4% 182.72 39.0%
Short Sept. 1,275 call -40.36 -44.70 10.8% 44.70 NA
Diagonal spread 91.11 110.93 21.8% 138.02 51.5%

FIGURE 1 — S&P 500 INDEX

This 1,225/1,275 diagonal call spread gained 21.8 percent within three months as the
S&P 500 climbed 5.4 percent.

Source: eSignal
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above the short call’s strike by the first expiration date,
there are three things you can do with the long call: sell it,
hold it, or modify it.  

If you sell the long call, the position
is closed, profits are taken, and you
can move on to the next trade, but you
miss out on future appreciation of the
underlying stock. This might be a good
idea if the underlying has jumped
sharply and volatility is low.

Some traders will modify their long
call by raising the strike price, which
generates cash that can pay for the
short call’s loss. You can also extend its
time until expiration. The lower the
volatility, the less expensive these
modifications cost.  

The third approach is to hold the
long call and buy back the short one
(Table 3). Although this step requires
cash, you will keep a deep ITM call
with a high delta and low theta.
Essentially, that option will profit from
additional rallies in the underlying
with very little time decay. Selling the
short call lowers the diagonal spread’s
breakeven point. 

Assuming the short 1,275 call
expires worthless on Sept. 15, 2006,
Table 1’s diagonal call spread has a
breakeven point of 1,315 on June 15,
which represents a 5.1-percent annual
gain in the S&P 500 — a relatively con-
servative estimate. If you had simply

bought a June long 1,225 call, its breakeven level would be
1,383, which means the S&P 500 would need to climb twice

continued on p. 16

TABLE 3 — ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

This 1,225/1,275 diagonal call spread gained 188.9 percent within 12 months.

Actual performance

Initial Price Three-month Estimated price 12-month 
price (Sept. 15, 2006) return (June 15, 2007) return

S&P 500 1,251.54 1,319.70 5.4% 1,532.91 22.5%

Long June 1,225 call 131.46 155.63 18.4% 307.91 134.2%
Short Sept. 1,275 call -40.36 -44.70 10.8% NA NA
Diagonal spread 91.11 104.72 14.9% 263.21 188.9%

TABLE 4 — ESTIMATED RETURN IN FLAT MARKET

If the S&P 500 goes nowhere in the next 12 months, the diagonal spread will gain 2.5 percent when the short call expires,
but then it will lose a combined 71.5 percent when the long call expires.

Initial Estimated price Three-month Estimated price 12-month 
price (Sept. 15, 2006) return (June 15, 2007) return

S&P 500 1,251.54 1,251.54 +0.0% 1,251.00 -0.0%

Long June 1,225 call 131.46 93.39 -29.0% 26.00 -80.2%
Short Sept. 1,275 call -40.36 0.00 -100.0% 0.00 NA
Diagonal spread 91.11 93.39 +2.5% 26.00 -71.5%

http://www.esignal.com/offer/ot
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as high (10.4 percent) to profit. 
The worst-case scenario occurs if the S&P 500 index rises

sharply in the first three months — forcing you to buy back
the short 1,275 call at a loss — and then declines in the final
nine months. Although this pattern hasn’t developed in the
past seven years, it is still a risk.

A more realistic danger is that the S&P 500 trades side-
ways and closes below the breakeven point while the diag-

onal call spread slowly loses value to time decay. Table 4
shows that the diagonal call spread would have lost 72 per-
cent if the S&P 500 traded sideways until June 2007.

Ideally, you want the short call to expire worthless, but
even if it expires slightly ITM, the spread should be prof-
itable. This seems counterintuitive, but if the short call is
ITM, the lower-strike long call offsets any losses, and the
overall spread should be profitable. But the long call can
also act as a hedge if the market drops and IV spikes — a
typical scenario.

If the underlying market falls below the short call’s strike
and trades just above the long call’s strike, then the long call
will have little intrinsic value but a large amount of time
value. In this case, selling the option immediately helps to
take advantage of its time value, which is better than just
holding the call and watching it decay.

Buy lower-strike, later-expiring calls
Before you can make money trading diagonal call spreads,
it’s important to understand how and why some calls cap-
ture directional moves better than others. The goal is to buy
options that benefit most from underlying moves at the
least cost (and vice versa). 

Short-term ATM calls have trouble overcoming time
decay, especially when IVs are high. These calls have deltas
that are too low and thetas that are too high. But you can get
the best bang for your buck if you sell these calls and buy
ones with lower strikes in later-expiring months.

To illustrate this tendency, let’s first estimate the potential
profit of a three-month, ATM call on the S&P 500 with an IV
that has climbed after a recent pullback. Table 5 lists sever-
al assumptions: A 9-percent annual return, IV of 15 percent,
a market price of 100 (for simplicity), and so on.

Table 6 lists several calls’ potential gains and losses from
a Monte Carlo analysis, a technique widely used to simu-

TABLE 7 — RUSSELL 2000 ASSUMPTIONS

These assumptions will help determine whether a 
portfolio of diagonal call spreads on the Russell 2000
might be worthwhile.

Assumptions for Russell 2000

Avg. annualized gain, last 6 months: 12.0%

Avg. annualized gain, next month: 12.0%

Annual IV: 18.5%

Annual SV: 15.5%

TABLE 6 — MONTE CARLO ESTIMATES

Estimates suggest you can improve a long call’s odds of success by either lowering its strike price or extending its time
until expiration.

Expected returns (Monte Carlo estimate) Marginal benefit vs. 90-day ATM call

% % 
Strike Days Cost Return Profit Return StDev Cost Return Profit return

90-day, ATM long call 100 90 3.65 3.55 -0.10 -2.7% 4.28

Add 90 days 100 180 5.57 6.05 0.49 8.7% 6.62 1.92 2.50 0.58 30.4%

Subtract 5% strike 95 90 7.15 7.38 0.23 3.2% 5.51 3.50 3.82 0.33 9.4%

Add 90 days 
and lower strike 5% 95 180 9.03 9.90 0.87 9.7% 7.84 5.38 6.35 0.97 18.1%

Add 270 days 
and lower strike 5% 95 360 12.19 14.65 2.46 20.2% 11.75 8.54 11.10 2.56 30.0%

Add 270 days 
and lower strike 10% 90 360 16.07 19.12 3.05 19.0% 12.51 12.42 15.56 3.15 25.3%

TABLE 5 — S&P 500 ASSUMPTIONS

These assumptions can help estimate whether diagonal
call spreads on the S&P 500 might be profitable. 

Assumptions for Monte Carlo analysis — average 
of 1,500 random, 12-month periods

Average annual return: 9%

Overall IV: 15%

Market price: 100

Interest rate: 5%

IV for 5-percent ITM long call: 16%

IV for 10-percent ITM long call: 17%

Standard deviation: 12.50%
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late the behavior of mathematical and physical systems.
With Monte Carlo techniques, you can calculate estimated
profitability and generate a range of possible returns for
each call. The process also lets you review averages and
standard deviations for all scenarios. Each simulation cre-
ates several hundred possible scenar-
ios based on random rates of return in
the S&P 500 (or any other underlying
instrument). 

If you expect the S&P 500 to
advance 0.72 percent per month, then
a three-month ATM call should be
worth $2.20 before it expires (given
Table 5’s assumptions). But Monte
Carlo estimates show that call’s value
is $3.55 (column 4). The problem: a
call’s value is driven by the underly-
ing’s forecasted gains, and a few cases
of 5- to 10-percent profits (i.e., outliers)
raise the averages, and thus the
expected value.

Still, a 90-day ATM long call will
have trouble capturing future appreci-
ation. Its breakeven point is well
above the S&P 500’s forecasted value
(103.65 vs. 102.2, respectively), and
time decay will take its toll. 

You can improve a call’s odds of
success by either lowering its strike
price or extending its time until expi-
ration. Table 6 shows that lowering the
strike price by five percent (third row)
increases the call’s price by $3.50, but
it boosts the expected value (at expira-
tion) by $3.82. This change improves a
90-day call’s profits by 9.4 percent.
Similarly, extending the call’s life from

three to six months costs an additional $1.92, but this adjust-
ment improves performance by $2.50 (30.4 percent). The
tradeoff: you have to hold it another three months, which is
an opportunity cost. 

When volatility is high, reducing a call’s strike price is a

TABLE 8 — DIAGONAL CALL SPREADS — RUSSELL 2000

Buying or selling these Russell 2000 calls each month posted gains in nearly all cases, according to Monte Carlo 
estimates. This portfolio of different strikes and expiration months earned 3.56 percent per month — a 771.9-percent 
gain within five years.

Strike Percentage
Options price Initial Expected profit StDev High % Low %

Six-month long call 95.00 9.80 10.07 2.7% 3.31 36.5% -31.0%

Five-month long call 94.32 9.66 9.92 2.7% 3.41 38.1% -32.6%

Four-month long call 93.65 9.48 9.74 2.8% 3.54 40.1% -34.6%

Three-month long call 92.98 9.28 9.55 2.9% 3.72 42.9% -37.1%

Two-month long call 92.31 9.07 9.37 3.3% 3.97 47.0% -40.5%

One-month long call 91.65 8.90 9.32 4.8% 4.30 53.1% -43.6%

Two-month short call 101.45 -2.69 -2.71 0.7% -2.34 87.8% -86.3%

One-month short call 100.72 -1.92 -1.85 -3.8% -2.65 133.7% -141.3%

Total monthly estimate: 51.59 53.43 3.56% 17.70

Five-year estimate: 771.9% 346.41%

continued on p. 18
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better idea than buying more time. On the other hand,
when volatility is low, buying time works better than low-
ering a call’s strike. But either tactic will help compared to
just buying a short-term ATM call, assuming that you
expect the underlying to rise. 

Table 6 shows that if you add nine months and lower a
call’s strike by five percent, you will pay an additional
$8.54. However, that call should earn another $11.10 — a 30-
percent expected marginal return on this extra capital you
paid to “improve” the option.

Table 6 shows averages, and because of the high leverage
inherent in calls, there is still a very wide standard devia-
tion in each scenario.  For the 90-day option, the standard
deviation of return is 4.28, which is higher than either the
cost or average return. Risk can be reduced by holding
longer positions, diversified positions, or by repeated
trades across different time periods.

The diagonal path
Diagonal call spreads work best when you expect the
underlying to rise over a long-term period and when that
market’s implied volatility is significantly higher than its
statistical volatility. These conditions allow you to profit
from both the long and short call.

This market environment is fairly typical; implied volatil-
ities tend to be somewhat higher than realized, and indices
tend to rise. Trading a diagonal call spread repeatedly could
be an appropriate strategy, especially for more volatile
indices such as the Russell 2000, the Nasdaq 100, and high-
performance sectors (energy and commodities). Options on
these markets are quite liquid, which helps reduce transac-
tion costs.

You can place diagonal spreads each month by purchas-
ing long-term options and selling short-term ones, but this
strategy is risky. This position is statistically profitable, but
it has a high range of potential returns.  Risk can be reduced
somewhat through diversification, i.e. purchasing diagonal
spreads on indices with low correlations, such as energy
and emerging markets.

Table 8 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation of
trading diagonal call spreads on the Russell 2000 with the
assumptions listed in Table 7. If you bought a six-month
ITM call and sold a two-month, slightly OTM call each
month, you would hold a portfolio with different maturities
and strike prices. (For simplicity, the market’s price is 100,
so that strike is ATM.)

Table 8 uses Monte Carlo methods to determine each
call’s average value at the beginning and end of each
month. Given the assumptions in Table 7, this portfolio
gains about 3.56 percent monthly, or 772 percent cumula-
tively within five years. (For a spreadsheet containing the
formulas used in this Monte Carlo analysis, visit
http://www.futuresandoptionstrader.com between Nov. 5

and Nov. 30.)
Remember that when you trade diagonal call spreads,

you should hold cash to buy back short calls or buy new
ones when the market drops and the spread’s calls move
OTM. Also, diagonal call spreads’ returns will have very
high standard deviations, which means you need to man-
age risk and limit losses. �

For information on the author see p. 6.
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Related reading

Tristan Yates article:

“Rolling leaps calls”
Futures & Options Trader, September 2007.
Holding LEAPS calls instead of the underlying shares can
pay off — but only if you know when to roll them forward.

Other articles:

“Another look at double diagonal spreads”
Options Trader, March 2007.
This position combines bullish and bearish diagonal
spreads and is quite flexible if you're willing to adjust its
components.

“Double diagonal spreads”
Options Trader, February 2007.
This versatile position helps put time on your side, but
watch out for a drop in implied volatility.

“Double diagonal spreads on the S&P 500” 
Options Trader, February 2007.
Recent options strategy labs have tested non-directional
strategies (calendar, butterfly, and iron condor spreads)
on the S&P 500 index. This system tests double diagonal
spreads, which are market-neutral positions with four
options in two expiration months.

“Death, taxes, and time decay” 
Options Trader, March 2006.
Markets that go nowhere can be frustrating, but call 
calendar and diagonal spreads can generate respectable
profits in these situations by taking advantage of time
decay.

“Diagonal put spread: 
Beyond the basic credit spread” 
Active Trader, March 2005
Expanding the conventional “vertical” credit spread 
to incorporate different expiration months results in 
a position with enhanced profit potential.

You can purchase and download other articles at
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm.

http://www.futuresandoptionstrader.com
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm
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The market’s recent slide rattled traders, espe-
cially those who wanted to join the party and
bought stocks just before the downturn in late
July and early August. Stocks recovered and

began hitting new highs again in late September, but some
traders fear the market is due for
another pullback. 

Cautious traders stay away from
high-flying stocks such as Research in
Motion (RIMM), Baidu.com (BIDU),
Apple Inc. (AAPL), and Garmin LTD
(GRMN), but then miss opportunities
as those symbols continue higher.
How can you possibly have the nerve
to enter the market these days? The
answer lies in an options “collar,”
which protects underlying positions
against downside losses. 

If you own or have just bought
stock, you can create a standard collar
by buying a put and selling a call to
offset the put’s cost. A collar is a con-
servative low-risk, low-return strategy,
because the long put caps risk below
its strike price, and the short call
reduces any potential upside gains
above its strike price. 

If both options expire in the same
month, a collar can minimize risk,
allowing you to hold volatile stocks.
However, a standard collar also
restricts the trade’s potential profit to
6-8 percent, which leaves money on
the table during bullish trends.

The following example shows how
to modify a collar to boost potential
profits by selling a call that expires 60-
90 days after the long put. This tactic
leaves the underlying position briefly
uncovered, but the approach works
well if you pick fundamentally strong
stocks. 

Standard collar example
Let’s assume you buy 100 shares of stock at $50 on Oct. 15.
To create a standard collar, you could first buy a put that
expires in 60-90 days with a strike that is at-the-money
(ATM) or slightly out-of-the-money (OTM). The final step is
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Adjusting your collar
Options collars offer low-cost downside protection, but you must give up some potential upside profit.

Placing the trade’s options in different expiration months may improve returns.

TABLE 1 — STANDARD COLLAR COMPONENTS

This collar is costless, because you collect slightly more from selling the 52.5
call than it costs to buy the 47.5 put. The position limits potential losses to 
-$2.40 per share, but caps gains at $2.60. 

Long/short Position Price per share Cost
Long 100 shares of stock: $50 -$5,000
Short January 52.5 call: $2.60 $260
Long January 47.5 put: -$2.50 -$250

Collar credit: $0.10 $10

Maximum profit: $2.60 $260.00
Maximum loss: -$2.40 -$240.00

Excludes dividends and carrying costs.

Strategy snapshot 

Strategy: Collar with different expiration months.

Market: Individual stocks.

Rational: To capture more upside profit than a standard collar.

Time frame: Six months, depending on premiums available.

Components: Buy stock, buy ATM or slightly OTM put that expires in 
three months. Sell OTM call with similar premium that 
expires two or three months later. Try to collect enough 
premium to pay for the long put and ensure its strike 
price is above the underlying stock’s price.

Max profit: Call’s strike - put’s strike - trade’s risk.

Max risk: Stock price + put’s cost - put’s strike - call’s premium.

BY GREG JENSEN



to sell an OTM call in the same month.  
For example, if you bought a

January 47.5 put for $2.50 and sold a
January 52.5 call for $2.60, the spread
offers a credit of $0.10, because you
collected more by selling the call than
the put cost. Table 1 lists the collar’s
details, and Figure 1 shows its poten-
tial gains and losses at Jan. 19 expira-
tion.

If the stock drops below $47.50, loss-
es are capped at $2.40 (4.8 percent), but
if the stock advances above $52.50,
gains are restricted to $2.60 (5.2 per-
cent). The long put gives you the right
to sell stock at $47.50, regardless of
how far it falls. But the short call
obligates you to sell stock at $52.50
— even if it doubles in price by
expiration. 

This collar has a return-to-risk
ratio of only 1.08, which isn’t very
attractive. However, you can
increase a standard collar’s poten-
tial gains by selling a call in a later-
expiring month.

Twisting the collar
One way to adjust a collar is to sell
the call 60-90 days further out in
time than the long put, which lets
someone else pay for your down-
side insurance. This unique
approach protects the trade as
much as a standard collar, but it
also lets you participate in bullish
underlying moves and offers
potential returns of 25-30 percent
— roughly four times as large as a
standard collar (6-8 percent).

When you sell the call for a
revised collar, try to: 1) collect
enough premium to pay for the
long put, and 2) ensure its strike
price is above the underlying
stock’s price. If the short call is
assigned, forcing you to sell stock at the strike, you want to
sell the shares to the call’s holder at a profit. 

But after the long put expires, won’t the remaining cov-
ered call position (long stock, short OTM call) lack down-
side protection? At this point, you still must wait for the
short call to either move into the money or be assigned.

Before answering that question, let’s discuss a couple of key
characteristics of stocks that work best in this type of trade. 

Focusing on fundamentally solid,
volatile stocks
When searching for suitable stocks, you should focus on

continued on p. 22

FIGURE 1 — STANDARD COLLAR — RISK PROFILE

If this stock drops 5 percent or more, a standard collar will hold losses to $240.
But if it rallies that much, the collar’s maximum gains are limited to $260 — a
reward-risk ratio of just 1.08.

FIGURE 2 — APPLE CHART

Placing this modified collar on Apple seems appropriate, because many traders
wouldn’t want to buy the stock since it has jumped 91 percent so far this year.

Source: www.stockcharts.com
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fairly volatile ones with strong fundamentals. Fundamental
data may change among industries, so specific guidelines
aren’t always helpful. For instance, a P/E ratio of 20 for a
financial stock is probably expensive, but a solid technolo-
gy stock with that same P/E might be a steal.

Try to find stocks with the following characteristics: quar-
terly earnings growth of more than 15 percent over the last
two years, no debit or a debit-equity ratio of less than 1.0,
and return on equity (ROE), assets (ROA), and invested

capital (ROIC) of more than 15 per-
cent. 

The second key component is
volatility, which represents how much
the underlying stock moves (up or
down) on a given day. More volatile
stocks are ideal, because they have a
better chance of reaching the short
call’s strike by expiration. Stock candi-
dates for this modified collar should
have betas of 1.3 or higher. 

But what about a revised collar’s
downside risk after the long put
expires? The answer involves a para-
digm shift in how you should view
this trade. Many traders place a stop-
loss order to control risk, but that is a

static way to trade. Instead of
simply entering a collar and
hoping the market rallies, be
prepared to adjust it as market
conditions change to exploit
any trends (or lack thereof).

The difference between
expiration months shouldn’t
bother you, because you will
likely adjust the trade before
either option expires. 

Trade example
Suppose you entered a revised
collar on Apple Inc. (AAPL),
which is a fundamentally
strong company with quarter-
ly earnings growth of 73.3 per-
cent, no debt, and a return on
equity of 27.5 percent — a sign
of strong management.  

Apple Inc.’s stock price also
reflects this as AAPL rose 18
percent in 2006 and soared
another 91 percent in 2007 (as
of Oct. 11). Placing this modi-
fied collar on Apple seems
appropriate, because many

traders wouldn’t want to buy after such a large rally (see
Figure 2). 

To create this position, you could buy 100 shares of AAPL
when it traded at $162.23 on Oct. 11, buy one January 2008
160 put for $16.10, and sell one April 2008 180 call for $16.20.
The position’s net debit is $162.13 per share — $0.10 less
because the short 180 call costs slightly more than the long
160 put. The trade risks $2.13 or 1.3 percent ($162.23 stock
price + $16.10 put cost - 160 put strike - $16.20 call cost).

FIGURE 3 — REVISED COLLAR — RISK PROFILE

If Apple trades sideways over the next three months, the long 160 put may expire worth-
less, while the short 180 call loses roughly $6 in time value (lower line). But you won’t
lose this much if you wait until the short 180 call expires three months later.

Source: OptionVue

Selling a call in a later-expiring month can boost a collar’s maximum gain. This
position won’t lose more than $213 if Apple goes nowhere by April 19 expiration,
but it could earn $1,787 if the stock climbs to $180 during the same period.

Long/short Position Per-share price Dollar cost
Long 100 shares of AAPL: -$162.23 -$16,223
Long January 160 put: -$16.10 -$1,610
Short April 180 call: $16.20 $1,620

Total option credit: $0.10 $10
Total debit (stock + options): $162.13 -$16,213

Maximum profit at expiration 
(April 19, 2008): $17.87 $1,787 
Maximum loss at expiration 
(April 19, 2008): $2.13 $213

Excludes dividends and carrying costs.

TABLE 2 — REVISED COLLAR COMPONENTS
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Again, this risk is based on owning a put that gives you the
right to sell Apple at $160 (until Jan. 19 expiration), even if
it plummets to $10.

If Apple rallies above 180, the trade’s maximum gain is
$17.87 or 11 percent ($20 strike-price difference - $2.13 risk).
Its return-to-risk ratio is roughly 10:1, which is much better
than a standard collar’s ratio of less than 2:1. Table 2 lists the
revised collar’s components, and Figure 3 shows its poten-
tial gains and losses on three dates: trade entry (Oct. 11, dot-
ted line), expiration of the long 160 put (Jan. 19, dashed
line), and expiration of the short April 180 call (April 19,
solid line).

Managing the collar
Before you place the collar, you should decide when to exit,
depending on if Apple rallies, trades sideways, or drops
from Oct. 11 to April 19, 2008. If AAPL climbs above the
short call’s 180 strike, that call will eventually be assigned,
forcing you to sell shares to the call’s holder at $180. At that
point, you will earn the collar’s maximum profit of $17.87.
However, options that have time value remaining are rarely
exercised, so you may have to wait several months.  

If Apple rallies strongly, there are a few ways to poten-
tially capture more profits. If, for example, AAPL rose to
$185, you could buy back the 180 call and sell another one
at a higher strike and later-expiring month, a process called
“rolling.” This generates an additional credit and allows
you to profit from additional gains in the underlying. 

You could also sell the 160 long put as Apple advances.
There are only two scenarios in which you truly need a pro-
tective long put: a bearish trend or prior to a fixed news
event such as quarterly earnings reports.  

If AAPL stagnates and stays flat, the collar could run into
trouble. The short call is the only collar component that
helps here as it loses value due to time decay. The stock is
going nowhere, and the long 160 put loses extrinsic value.
For instance, if Apple trades flat over the next three months,
the 160 put may expire worthless, while the short 180 call
loses roughly $6 in time value (see Figure 2, lower line). If
this happens, the collar may face interim losses of about $8,
but that doesn’t mean you will lose money. Your maximum
loss of $2.13 won’t increase as long as you wait until the 180
short call expires on April 19. You can always sell the long
put and then wait for the short call to expire.

Let’s assume Apple drops 25 percent after it releases dis-
appointing earnings in early January and lowers its esti-
mates for the upcoming quarter. If AAPL fell to $120, the
long 160 put would have an intrinsic value of $40. The 180
short call would still have some time value, but most of it
would disappear. The following estimates assume three or
four months have passed since entering the collar:

Apple at entry: $162.23   
Current value: $120

Long January 160 put at entry: $16.10 
Current value: $40.10

Short April 180 call at entry: $16.20 
Current value: $2.20

Total cost: $124.23 ($162.23 - [$40.10-$16.10] 
- [$16.20-$2.20])

You haven’t made any money if Apple trades at $120, and
the position’s cost is $124.23, but you haven’t lost much
either ($4.23 per share). Apple just got slammed, and you
lost 2.6 percent ($4.23 / $162.13 original cost) — not bad. 

And if AAPL plunges, that doesn’t mean it won’t bounce
back. Solid stocks occasionally fall sharply; anyone who
watched stocks tumble in August and surge in September
understands this. 

A standard options collar protects against sharp drops in
the underlying in exchange for limited gains on the upside.
But this revised collar can boost potential profits if you
trade it actively and pick stocks with solid fundamentals.
The position eliminates your fear of volatility and can
change the way you trade. Over time, the revised collar can
exploit market downturns and maximize profits as stocks
rally. �

For information on the author see p. 6.

Related reading
“The collar trade”
Options Trader, March 2007.
Collars offer low-cost production for new or existing long
positions.

“The rolling collar trade”
Options Trader, December 2005.
This system tries to outperform a buy-and-hold position in
the Nasdaq 100 tracking stock by using Long-Term Equity
AnticiPation Securities (LEAPS), which are options with at
least a year to expiration. The strategy buys both the
underlying market and long-term puts (for protection),
while selling near-month calls to collect income.

“Hedging risk with collar trades”
Options Trader, April 2005.
Collar trades can help reduce the risk of a stock or futures
position — and lock in gains without wiping out additional
profits.

You can purchase and download past articles at
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm. 

You can download “The rolling collar trade” article for free
at http://www.888options.com/institutional/default.jsp (scroll
to the bottom of the Web page).

http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm
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FUTURES TRADING SYSTEM LAB

The system capitalized when markets were setting new highs.

FIGURE 1 — EQUITY CURVE (ORIGINAL)
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Reverse-trade equity management — futures

Source: Reports-Lab

The equity management rules modestly improved the system’s net profit.

FIGURE 2 — EQUITY CURVE (MANAGED)

Source: Reports-Lab

Market: Futures.

System concept: This test studies
a trading system’s equity curve to
find out if a basic trend-following sys-
tem can be improved by adjusting it
depending on whether the system is
in a profitable or unprofitable phase.

Typically, “equity curve manage-
ment” consists of suspending trading
when a system’s equity curve turns
down — that is, when it enters a
drawdown phase. The system is
paper traded during this period (i.e.,
trade signals are tracked but not exe-
cuted) so the equity curve continues
to be generated. When the curve
turns back up (which means the sys-
tem has entered a profitable phase)
the system is turned “on” again and
trades are executed. The goal is to
reduce risk and increase profitability
by eliminating trades likely to be los-
ers and trading instead when the sys-
tem is in sync with market conditions.

“Trading the equity curve” (Active
Trader, December 2006) used this
approach successfully on a trend-fol-
lowing moving average crossover
system. Moving averages were also
applied to the equity curve to deter-
mine when the system was in a prof-
itable or unprofitable phase: When
the short-term average of the equity
curve was above a longer-term aver-
age of the curve, trade signals were
executed; when the short-term aver-
age was below the longer-term aver-
age, they were not. 

The approach used in this test is
derived from the Basic Money
Management chapter (written by Joe
Luisi) in the book Computerized
Trading (edited by Mark Jurik).
Instead of suspending trading when



the system is in a drawdown phase,
trade signals are executed in reverse
— i.e., buy signals become sell signals
and vice versa.

In this test, profitable and unprof-
itable conditions are defined by the
equity curve’s relationship to a 20-
day simple moving average (SMA):
Trades are executed in normal fashion
when the curve is above the 20-day
SMA, but they are reversed when the
curve is below the 20-day SMA.

When these rules are applied, a sys-
tem simply goes long when a market
makes a yearly high on the expecta-
tion of continued upside follow
through.

Strategy rules:
Entry:

1. If the equity curve is equal to or
above its 20-day SMA, enter 
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PERIODIC RETURNS

Percentage Max Max 
Avg. Sharpe Best Worst profitable consec. consec. 

return ratio return return periods profitable unprofitable

Basic ME Basic ME Basic ME Basic ME Basic ME Basic ME Basic ME

Monthly 0.71 0.81% 0.15 0.15 20.53% 22.91% -17.18% -16.72% 51.25 55.00 8 8 20 16

Quarterly 2.11% 2.46% 0.26 0.26 30.13% 37.18% -14.52% -24.75% 48.75 55.00 8 5 6 6

Annually 8.23% 9.33% 0.48 0.52 38.86% 43.40% -15.89% -20.60% 61.90 61.90 7 4 4 3

LEGEND:

Avg. hold time — The average holding period for all trades.

Avg. hold time (losers) — The average holding time for losing trades.

Avg. hold time (winners) — The average holding time for winning trades.

Avg. loss (losers) — The average loss for losing trades.

Avg. profit/loss — The average profit/loss for all trades.

Avg. profit (winners) — The average profit for winning trades.

Avg. return — The average percentage for the period.

Best return — Best return for the period.

Exposure — The area of the equity curve exposed to long or short positions, as opposed to

cash.

Longest flat period — Longest period (in days) between two equity highs.

Max consec. profitable — The largest number of consecutive profitable periods.

Max consec. unprofitable — The largest number of consecutive unprofitable periods.

Max consec. win/loss — The maximum number of consecutive winning and losing trades.

Max. DD (%) — Largest percentage decline in equity.

Net profit — Profit at end of test period, less commission.

No. trades — Number of trades generated by the system.

Payoff ratio — Average profit of winning trades divided by average loss of losing trades.

Percentage profitable periods — The percentage of periods that were profitable.

Profit factor — Gross profit divided by gross loss.

Recovery factor — Net profit divided by max. drawdown.

Sharpe ratio — Average return divided by standard deviation of returns (annualized).

Win/loss (%) — The percentage of trades that were profitable.

Worst return — Worst return for the period.

STRATEGY SUMMARY (BASIC)

Profitability Basic w/ME Trade statistics Basic w/ME
Net profit: $3,161, 945.05 $3,951,393.68 No. trades: 287 365
Net profit: 316.19% 395.14% Win/loss: 34.84% 34.25%
Profit factor: 1.69 1.61 Avg. profit/loss: 1.80% 1.49%
Payoff ratio: 3.07 2.95 Avg. holding time (days): 75.92 86.23
Recovery factor: 2.61 3.33 Avg. profit (winners): 13.26% 12.44%
Exposure: 4.04% 5.52% Avg. hold time (winners): 169.81 194.74
Drawdown Avg. loss (losers): -4.33% -4.21%
Max. DD: -37.93% -40.22% Avg. hold time (losers): 25.72 29.72
Longest flat period: 2,110 days 1,252 days Max consec. win/loss: 6/9 5/12

Improvements highlighted in blue

continued on p. 26



long tomorrow at the market when
today’s closing price is a yearly high.

2. If the equity is below its 20-day simple
moving average, enter short tomorrow 
at the market using the same rule from
step 1.

Exit: 
3. Close position with a 4-percent stop-loss

or a 10-percent trailing stop that protects it
from a 50-percent reduction of the open 
profit.

Money management: Risk 1 percent of
account equity per trade.

Starting equity: $1,000,000. Deduct $8 com-
mission and one tick of slippage per trade.

Test data: The system was tested on the
Active Trader Standard Futures Portfolio, which
contains the following 20 futures contracts:
British pound (BP), soybean oil (BO), corn (C),
crude oil (CL), cotton (CT), E-Mini Nasdaq 100
(NQ), E-Mini S&P 500 (ES), 5-year T-note (FV),
euro (EC), gold (GC), Japanese yen (JY), coffee
(KC), wheat (W), live cattle (LC), lean hogs
(LH), natural gas (NG), sugar (SB), silver (SI),
Swiss franc (SF), and T-Bonds (US). The test
used ratio-adjusted data from Pinnacle Data
Corp. (http://www.pinnacledata.com).

Test period: September 1987 to August 2007.

Test results: Figure 1 shows the original
system (without the equity management rules)
had a volatile, but ultimately profitable per-
formance — 316 percent over the 20-year test
period (7.4 percent annualized). The 35-percent
winning percentage definitely won’t make any
traders jump for joy, but it is to be expected
from a bare-bones medium-term trend-follow-
ing technique. 

There were very few trades (287). Winners

FUTURES TRADING SYSTEM LAB continued

The original system’s drawdowns were deep and long lasting.

FIGURE 3 — DRAWDOWN (ORIGINAL)

While the equity management didn’t reduce drawdown depth, it did
reduce length.

FIGURE 3 — DRAWDOWN (MANAGED)

Source: Reports-Lab
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(13.2 percent average return) were held seven times longer
than losers, but the market exposure was relatively moder-
ate at 4 percent. The extreme length of the maximum draw-
down duration (2,110 days) is a drawback of this type of
trading. 

Overall, this system was not great but not horrible, which
makes it a good candidate for equity curve management
experimentation.

Figure 2 shows the equity curve for the managed version
of the system. Reversing trade direction when the system’s
equity was in a downtrend increased the net profit to 395
percent and the annualized gain to 8.3 percent. This also
allowed the Recovery Factor (net profit divided by maxi-
mum drawdown — a good indication of a system’s ability
to overcome drawdowns) to improve from 2.6 to 3.3.
Ultimately, the short side ended in the red, but the long side
was setting a new equity high in the last days of the test.

The basic system’s 2,110-day, -38-percent maximum
drawdown shrank by almost a thousand days with the
equity management (although it got a bit deeper — com-
pare Figures 3 and 4). 

Unfortunately, other performance metrics were not
favorable. The extra trades produced increased exposure, a
reduced expectancy number, more consecutive losing
trades, and so on. Also, there was no meaningful improve-
ment to the system’s annual returns or profit distribution
(not shown).

Bottom line: The equity management technique’s
improvement was by no means groundbreaking. A trader

who wants to utilize a technique like this should remember
the system itself must be profitable in the first place.

The testing indicates reversing trade direction based on
the direction of the equity curve not only introduces new
trades, it also eliminates many trade opportunities that
would otherwise have been taken. This can sometimes
improve performance, and can sometimes diminish it.

A couple of closing suggestions: First, not every exit con-
dition or type of system can be reversed. Results will also
depend on the type and length of the moving average. For
example, a too-short moving average will likely cause trou-
ble because it will “over manage” the system.

Market selection may also play a role. To see how this
technique performed on a stock portfolio, read the Trading
System Lab in the January 2008 issue of Active Trader mag-
azine, which will be available in early December. �

— Volker Knapp of Wealth-Lab

The equity management rules (right) had no effect on the already evenly distributed profits.

FIGURE 5 — PROFIT DISTRIBUTION

Source: Reports-Lab

For information on the author see p. 6.

Futures Lab strategies are tested on a portfolio basis (unless otherwise noted)
using Wealth-Lab Inc.’s testing platform. If you have a system you’d like to see
tested, please send the trading and money-management rules to
editorial@activetradermag.com.

Disclaimer: The Futures Lab is intended for educational purposes only to
provide a perspective on different market concepts. It is not meant to rec-
ommend or promote any trading system or approach. Traders are advised
to do their own research and testing to determine the validity of a trading
idea. Past performance does not guarantee future results; historical testing
may not reflect a system’s behavior in real-time trading.



OPTIONS TRADING SYSTEM  LAB

Market: Options on the S&P 500
index (SPX). This strategy could
also be applied to other equity
indices, exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), and stocks with liquid
options contracts.

System concept: The strategy is
designed to exploit time decay and
will collect the most profit if the
S&P 500 trades sideways by expira-
tion. It enters an at-the-money
(ATM) call butterfly on the cash-set-
tled S&P 500 options each month. 

A typical call butterfly is a mar-
ket-neutral strategy, but the strate-
gy tested here is slightly different:
Instead of entering a standard but-
terfly spread by selling four ATM
calls and buying two calls at strikes
above and below the market, this
system buys one additional out-of-
the-money (OTM) call, creating a
so-called “ratio” call butterfly. The
position includes calls at three
strike prices, and all the options
expire at the same time.

Why buy an extra call? The verti-
cal volatility skew in stocks and
stock indices means a normal but-
terfly often has a negative delta.
When you sell ATM options and
buy protective ones on either side,
the short options’ negative delta
typically exceeds the sum of the
long options’ deltas. Purchasing the
additional higher-strike, OTM call
brings the position closer to being
delta-neutral. This helps reduce
losses if the S&P rises quickly.  

To create the position, the system
sells four ATM calls, buys three
OTM calls, and then buys two
lower-strike, in-the-money (ITM)
calls the same distance below the
market. All calls expire in the second available month. 

Figure 1 shows the potential gains and losses of a
1,370/1,485/1,600 ratio call butterfly entered on Sept. 14,
2007. The spread is established at a debit because its five

long calls cost more than the premium collected from its
four short ones. The capital required varied depending on
the calls’ cost — from $3,500 to $12,000 over the five-and-a-
half-year test period ($4,665, on average). The system

This ratio call butterfly will gain ground if the S&P 500 either trades sideways or 
rallies sharply by Oct. 19 expiration.

FIGURE 1 — RATIO CALL BUTTERFLY RISK PROFILE
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Ratio call butterfly strategy

This spread gained $24,072 (145 percent) in less than six years, beating all other
market-neutral strategies tested since 2005.

FIGURE 2 — RATIO BUTTERFLY PERFORMANCE

Source: OptionVue

Source: OptionVue



entered the most expensive spreads in August and
September 2007, when implied volatility spiked on the S&P
500. 

However, you shouldn’t use periods when the ratio but-
terfly costs more as an excuse to avoid it, because all of the
most expensive spreads were profitable. Required margins
may vary among brokers: Most firms charge only the max-
imum possible loss as margin, but some may demand twice
as much capital. 

Previous Options Labs that tested non-directional strate-
gies simply closed positions and entered new ones on the
seventh day before expiration (the second Friday of each
month). This system adds two exit rules. First, close the
trade if the S&P 500 hits any of the long strikes. Also, close
the trade if the position gains 10 percent or more at the
close.

Trade rules:
1. Enter a ratio butterfly spread on the second Friday of 

each month using the following rules: Sell four ATM 
calls, buy three calls with strikes one standard 
deviation OTM, and buy two ITM calls the same 
distance away from the short calls as the OTM calls. 

2. Exit the spread if the return (or yield) on the trade hits 
or exceeds 10 percent at the close, the S&P 500 
reaches one of the long calls’ strikes, or the trade is 
still open on the second Friday of the next month.

Test details:
• The test account began with $15,000 in capital.
• Trades were executed at the market price between the 

bid and ask, when available. Otherwise, theoretical
prices were used. 

• ATM is defined as the call with the largest time value.
• Standard deviation was calculated using the implied 

volatility of the ATM call.
• Commissions were $5 base fee plus $1 per contract.

Test data: The system was tested on cash-settled S&P 500
index (SPX) options at the CBOE.

Test period: Jan. 11, 2002 to Sept. 25, 2007.

Test results: Figure 2 shows that the ratio butterfly
gained $24,072 (145 percent) since Jan. 11, 2002 — an annu-
alized return of 25.4 percent. The spread outperformed all
the other market-neutral options strategies tested in the
Options Lab over the past two years, including iron butter-
flies, calendars, double diagonals, and iron condors. 

The ratio butterfly’s average losing trade is much larger
than its average winner (-$1,216 vs. $614.10, respectively).
However, this strategy has a definite trading edge  because
its win/loss ratio was so high (86 percent).

Minimal commissions were included, but larger fees and

slippage will likely affect this strategy’s performance.
Therefore, you should always include accurate brokerage
costs and consider the effect of bad fills before trading any
idea.

— Steve Lentz and Jim Graham of OptionVue

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Net gain: $24,072.00
Percentage return: 145.0%
Annualized return: 25.4%
No. of trades: 69
Winning/losing trades: 59/10
Win/loss: 86%
Avg. trade: $348.87
Largest winning trade: $1,762.00
Largest losing trade: -$2,768.00
Avg. profit (winners): $614.10
Avg. loss (losers): -$1,216.00
Avg. hold time (winners): 13
Avg. hold time (losers): 21
Max consec. win/loss : 10/2
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Option System Analysis strategies are tested using OptionVue’s
BackTrader module (unless otherwise noted). 

If you have a trading idea or strategy that you’d like to see tested,
please send the trading and money-management rules to
Advisor@OptionVue.com.

LEGEND: 

Net gain/loss – Gain or loss at end of test period, less 
commission. 

Percentage return – Gain or loss on a percentage basis.

Annualized return – Gain or loss on an annualized percentage
basis. 

No. of trades – Number of trades generated by the system.

Winning/losing trades – Number of winners/losers generated 
by the system.

Win/loss (%) – The percentage of trades that were profitable.

Avg. trade – The average profit for all trades.

Largest winning trade – Biggest individual profit generated 
by the system.

Largest losing trade – Biggest individual loss generated by 
the system.

Avg. profit (winners) – The average profit for winning trades.

Avg. loss (losers) – The average loss for losing trades.

Avg. hold time (winners) – The average holding time for winning
trades.

Avg. hold time (losers) – The average holding time for losing
trades.

Max consec. win/loss – The maximum number of consecutive 
winning and losing trades.

mailto:advisor@optionvue.com


Dr. Klaus Schatz has been selling options for 25
years, so when most markets tanked on Aug.
16, he knew how to react. Although his short

put positions suffered a steep 20-percent drawdown that
day, Schatz quickly adjusted his trades, recovered losses,
and ultimately gained 3.66 percent for the month. 

Quick reflexes have paid off for Schatz, who manages the
CKP LOMAX2 options program and sells options on eight
to 12 futures markets: currencies, energy, interest rates,
grains, and softs (coffee, cocoa, etc.). The LOMAX2 pro-
gram has climbed 124.6 percent since he tightened his risk-
control methods in January 2005, including a gain of 17.4
percent in 2007 through September (Figure 1).

Schatz, 71, grew up in West Germany and earned bache-
lors degrees in mechanical and chemical engineering at the
Universities of Konstanz and Stuttgart. After he received a
Ph.D. from the University of Erlangen-Nuernberg, Schatz
moved to New Jersey in 1970 to work as a research scientist
for Mobil Oil where he received 38 patents. 

In 1982 Schatz began trading options on futures as hobby
just as the first contracts were launched on 30-year T-bonds
at the Chicago Board of Trade. Listed options weren’t exact-

ly new at the time — the Chicago Board Options Exchange
had been trading equity options for nine years — but
Schatz had trouble finding practical advice about how to
trade them and manage risk. 

“I was surprised at how little my broker knew about
futures and options, so I decided to teach myself how to
trade,” he says.

He became a Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) in 1995
and began trading client accounts at Lind-Waldock while
pursuing his scientific career at Mobil Oil. In 2002 Schatz
retired and moved to Cham, Switzerland, where he moni-

tors the financial markets and trades U.S. options.
“It’s very convenient,” he says. “I watch the European

markets open and continue watching until the U.S. markets
close.”

After trading all types of strategies, Schatz now trades
only naked strangles (short calls and puts at different strike
prices). Selling uncovered options is risky, but Schatz’s two-
step approach helps him minimize risk and exploit oppor-
tunities. Instead of entering trades once a month, he sells a
few contracts at first and then waits until the market revers-
es or moves unexpectedly to sell more. Schatz uses this
event-driven technique to try to benefit from extreme
moves. 

“I enter very wide strangles, wait for events to happen,
and then [re-enter] the market,” he says. 

As a veteran trader, he doesn’t swing for the fences, but
tries to earn 2.93 percent each month — a profit target that
keeps him out of the riskiest trades.

Also, unlike many CTAs, Schatz holds trades in at least
seven different futures markets, a decision that keeps his $7
million program diversified. In any given month, he sells
options in at least six different markets. 

In mid-October Schatz discussed his strategy, the mar-
ket’s August swoon, and how he has adapted to more
volatile market conditions.

FOT: What advantages does the naked strangle have over
other strategies you’ve traded in the past?
KS: I have tested many strategies and concluded that
naked strangles perform best in most cases. At the begin-
ning of each month, I search for markets that are suitable
for a short strangle. Then I allocate about three or four per-
cent of funds to that trade and decide how many contracts
to sell, based on a profit target of between two and three
percent. Finally, I try to place the strikes as wide as possible.

A lot of people think trading [vertical] spreads (long one
option, short another) is ideal, but I recently traded spreads in
soybean oil futures (BO), and it didn’t work well. I sold a
42-strike call above the market and bought a 43-strike call
[to protect it]. On the downside, I had 38 short put and 37
long put. 
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TRADER INTERVIEW

BY DAVID BUKEY

I enter very wide strangles, 

wait for events to happen, 

and then re-enter the market.

Klaus Schatz:
Strangling the markets

Trading short strangles isn’t easy — one big move can wipe you out. 

This options seller discusses how he emerged unscathed from the recent market pullback.



It looked balanced on both sides, but when the
options neared expiration, the long options became
almost worthless — they fell to one tick. Even
though I started with a spread (iron condor), I ended
up with a naked strangle. When you buy protective
options one month before expiration, it costs about
half the premium you collect from selling a strangle.
As expiration nears, the long options don’t help
you, and you gave up half the profit without reduc-
ing risk. 

And you need to increase the number of spreads
you trade to collect the same premium as a naked
strangle. Therefore, the naked strangle is more prof-
itable as long as the market doesn’t move sharply —
three standard deviations. If that happens, the long
options will protect the short ones, especially well
before expiration. But a naked strangle will outper-
form [an iron condor] 70 to 80 percent of the time.

FOT: You mentioned you look for appropriate markets to
sell naked strangles. Are you looking for range-bound mar-
kets?
KS: Not necessarily. I can add a directional bias to a short
strangle. Let’s say the market is rising, and it still has a fair-
ly low Relative Strength Index (RSI) reading. I monitor
eight different technical indicators, analyze the chart, and
look at the fundamentals. If the market still looks bullish,
then I can forecast its direction.

In a rally, I never sell a call too close to the market, but I
may sell a put much closer to the money. If the underlying
market trades higher, then the short put loses value much
faster than the short call goes against me. I can handle
trending markets — up or down — with this type of bias.

FOT: So you sell naked options behind a strongly trending
market?
KS: Yes. I can accommodate strong trends by legging in
behind the market and then waiting for a reversal before
selling options on the other side. When crude oil started to
climb, for instance, I sold an out-of-the-money put first,
fairly close to the market. Then, I waited for crude to
reverse before I sold an OTM November 86 call. 

FOT: Can I assume you hold six to seven trades in sepa-
rate markets at any given moment?
KS: Yes. I typically enter trades four weeks before expira-
tion and try to hold them until they expire worthless. If the
market moves close to either short strike, I will roll into a
wider strangle in the next month (buy it back and sell a further
OTM one that expires later). When I roll, I can preserve the
initial premium and reduce market exposure.

FOT: So if a trade moves against you, you try to roll and
sell premiums in the next month that basically covers any
unrealized losses?
KS: Yes. For instance, crude oil jumped 2.9 percent today
(Oct. 15), and I bought back a November 86 call and sold a

December 89 call for roughly the same amount. 

FOT: So the tradeoff for reducing risk by rolling is that col-
lecting premiums is delayed?
KS: Yes. But you have to make sure you aren’t in a strong-
ly trending market. I roll only if the indicators and chart
patterns show the market won’t continue in that direction
for another month. 

For instance, when I rolled the short calls in crude oil,
there were signs the market was overbought. Therefore,
rolling higher wouldn’t endanger that position. But if the
trend is strong enough, rolling into the next month would-
n’t help — it would hurt. You have to make sure rolling will
reduce risk and that there is a higher probability the market
will reverse.

FOT: Were there specific indicators that showed crude oil
was overbought?
KS: You can easily detect overbought conditions by look-
ing at the RSI. When it climbs above 70, a market could be
overbought. Also, momentum indicators help detect
whether a market is trending higher or whether you can
expect it to reverse. If you knew this, selling a call [might
not be a bad idea].

FOT: But the RSI could be overbought awhile, right?
KS: Yes. You have to be careful, because in a really strong
bull move, the market doesn’t care what the RSI says. 

FOT: If the underlying moves near the short option’s strike,
why don’t you create a vertical spread by purchasing an
OTM option to protect it?
KS: I prefer to roll. It depends when that option will expire.
For instance, November options on crude oil expire in two
days, so buying a call won’t provide much protection. What
if oil trades near the protective option but expires worthless
two days later? I would have spent money and lost that pro-
tection — just like the soybean oil example.
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continued on p. 32

The CKP LOMAX2 options program has outperformed the S&P 500
over the past two years.

FIGURE 1 — PERFORMANCE — CKP LOMAX2 VS. S&P 500

Source: http://www.iasg.com

http://www.iasg.com
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Buying options reduces risk briefly, but you
have to look at the statistical outcome. If the RSI is
high, and a short call is exposed, you can almost
count on a correction within days. Then your long
position isn’t necessary, and you spent all that
money to buy it.

FOT: But entering a vertical spread reduces your
margin requirements, right?
KS: Yes, but the crux of the problem is your
monthly profit target. If you start with spreads,
then you have to add more contracts to collect the
same credit. 

FOT: In terms of technical analysis, are you look-
ing for support and resistance levels?
KS: Yes. I evaluate the fundamentals every morn-
ing and then analyze charts and indicators. This
tells me which markets to enter or avoid. Each
position risks two percent or less of net account
value. 

If a market is trending higher, I may buy back a
call, wait for the market to peak, and then sell the
call again. I try to avoid exposure while markets
move, and I can cash in on high premiums when it starts to
reverse.

FOT: So you’re looking for reversals? Because if you can
accurately predict one, you can sell a lot of premium?
KS: Yes. At first I sell premiums equal to about half my
monthly target. Then I look for events — market tops or
bottoms — before I sell the other half. It’s more like an
event-driven strategy. Rather than being exposed to a big
market move, I wait [for one to occur before I enter]. 

FOT: Do you study traditional chart patterns such as trian-
gles or wedges?

KS: I look for triangles and flags on charts, but I mainly
plot trendlines and follow them. 

FOT: Have you ever studied historical price data to see
how specific options strategies have performed?
KS: Yes. In the earlier development stages of my program,
I used a database of historical end-of-day options prices.
Closing prices might be good enough for back-testing, but
the real test is how positions behave when you really trade
them.

FOT: What did you learn from this process?
KS: When I started, [I focused exclusively]on naked stran-

gles. But the markets have changed as hedge funds now
trade huge amounts of money. On Aug. 16 they started to
sell commodities across the board, which rattled the mar-
kets. I had a severe drawdown in each market I traded, but
I quickly rolled the short positions to the next month and
sold other contracts in the near month. When the markets
started to reverse the next day, I made a bunch of money. 

I’ve had to adapt to the markets over the years. Right
now, markets are definitely more volatile than [they were] a
couple of years ago.

FOT: Could you discuss one of those trades?
KS: Eurocurrency futures (EC) were in an uptrend before
hedge funds started selling currencies on Aug. 16, and the
market dropped sharply (Figure 2). In early August I sold
September 1.42 calls and 1.33 puts, and the short put faced
unrealized losses on Aug. 16, even though it wasn’t ITM.
But because the decline was so sudden, its premium rose
tenfold. I paid 100 ticks to buy it back, rolled into an
October 1.31 put for even money (the same premium).

After rolling the September puts into October, I sold
additional September 1.31 puts at a very high premium.
The euro started to recover on Aug. 17, and I recovered
from that drawdown very quickly, because I had doubled
the number of short puts. When the euro rose, volatility
decreased, and additional premiums of both sets of short

TRADER INTERVIEW continued

I can handle trending markets — up or

down — with a biased short strangle.

In the mid-1980s, I tried all kinds of

crazy things to see how they worked.

When the euro tumbled 0.6 percent on Aug. 16, Schatz bought back
his short September 1.33 puts for 100 ticks and sold October 1.31
puts for the same price. He also sold September 1.31 puts, and all
short options eventually expired worthless.

FIGURE 2 — ROLLING A EURO SHORT STRANGLE

Source: eSignal



puts declined rapidly. By the end of August, I gained four
percent for the month, while the Aug. 16 drawdown was
nearly 20 percent.

FOT: Did your short 1.42 calls get hurt when the euro ral-
lied in September?
KS: No. The September 1.42 calls expired Sept. 7, and I sold
October 1.44 calls thereafter.

FOT: Have you made changes to your strategy recently?
KS: I’ve started to sell so-called staggered strangles. For
example, I sold a November 1.47 call and a November 1.34
put in the euro, but I also have a wider short strangle in the
same month — a 1.48 call and 1.33 put. I have the same
number of contracts in each. If the euro trades near 1.47,
then I have to roll only the short 1.47 call — not the 1.48.

I sell two strikes on both sides of the market. According
to my risk criteria, I may have to roll the nearest short
option, but the second set of short options often expire
worthless, so I save some money by rolling only one set
instead of two. 

FOT: You mentioned you’ve tested different options strate-
gies before becoming a CTA in 1995. How has your strate-
gy evolved over the years?
KS: One of the strategies I traded was fun, but risky. I
called it the quintuple strangle — an at-the-money straddle

(same-strike put and call) with two short strangles on each
side, at different strikes further ITM and OTM. If the mar-
ket climbed slightly, I exited the lowest-strike put and call.
Then, I sold another put and call one strike higher.

The premiums I collected were incredible — I gained 600
percent within six months. But the risk was too high — it
only works if the market moves in small steps. That was in
the mid-1980s when I tried all kinds of crazy things to see
how they worked.

FOT: How did you structure the quintuple strangle — by
purchasing an ATM straddle?
KS: No. It contained all short options. I made my broker
very happy as he earned thousands of dollars in commis-
sions in six months in 1985. The G5 (U.S., Japan, West
Germany, France, and Britain) met [on Sept. 22] and decided
to devalue the U.S. dollar. All currencies jumped afterward,
and I held a quintuple strangle in German marks — that
was before the euro. I lost about 25 percent in one day.

After I got creamed, I decided the strategy was too risky
and outside events can’t be predicted well enough in
advance. That experience taught me to enter very wide
strangles, wait for events to happen, and then get back into
the market. I have lowered my monthly targets to further
reduce fluctuations and risk. I now do only what is neces-
sary to reach the monthly target, instead of trying to maxi-
mize profits. � 

http://www.discoveroptions.com/public/pages/mentoring/mentoringOverview.html?ovs.tr=


The CME Group (CME) announced it will keep the
gold and silver metals complex on the Chicago
Board of Trade’s eCBOT trading platform until

next June, a move that has raised speculation about the con-
tracts’ fates and the CME’s next possible acquisition.

In an Oct. 4 memo, the CME told its metals customers it
will continue to host its full- and mini-sized gold and silver
contracts on eCBOT, saying details of a longer-term solu-
tion will be provided at a later date. Providing short-term
certainty on the complex while avoiding long-term com-
mitment is powering the rumor mill in the industry.

The CME has a non-compete clause on metals and ener-
gies with the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)
because the latter exchange’s contracts are hosted on CME’s
Globex trading platform. But with the CME announcing the
migration of former CBOT contracts from eCBOT to Globex
in January, traders now wonder what will become of the
metals complex next year. 

CME executives have been deliberately vague about the
matter since before the completion of the CBOT acquisition.
A CME spokesperson had no further comment on the
memo.

Several possible scenarios are emerging for the metals
complex. One is to keep metals on
eCBOT for the foreseeable future,
although that would force the CME
to pay NYSE Euronext a licensing fee
for eCBOT to keep just four contracts
going. Another option is to sell the
complex to another exchange,
although the potential list of buyers
is limited. Shutting down the com-
plex or selling it to NYMEX does not
seem to be attractive, either. 

Paul Richards, a market maker in
the CME Group’s metals complex,
would like to see both CME and
NYMEX keep their respective metals
contracts separate since a large
chunk of their volumes come from
arbitrage between the two
exchanges. Eliminating the CME
metals complex would hurt overall
NYMEX volumes, he says.

“(NYMEX) is under a mistaken
belief that if CME Group metals
were gone, the combined volume
would be theirs,” Richards says.
“What they fail to realize is that if the

CME contract goes away, NYMEX volume will actually
fall.”

Some sources believe the June 2008 date is meant to sim-
ply buy the CME more time in part to see what may happen
with a possible NYMEX acquisition by NYSE Euronext. If
that deal is completed, which has been rumored for
months, the NYMEX would likely move its contracts over
to the NYSE Euronext’s LiffeConnect platform, which also
powers eCBOT. With the CME-NYMEX non-compete
agreement severed at that point, CME could simply move
metals onto Globex and continue to compete with NYMEX.

However, sources say the NYSE has cooled on the
NYMEX deal and is seriously considering a bid for the
IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) instead. 

“I think the NYSE is deep in thought right now and get-
ting ready to strike,” says one industry executive.

If the NYSE-ICE deal happens, the CME could make an
offer for NYMEX, a natural fit because of the solid success
NYMEX has achieved with its contracts on Globex over the
past year. 

“Depending on how the CBOT integration is going, they
could do the NYMEX deal, too,” says another industry
source.�
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Source: Barclay Hedge (http://www.barclayhedge.com)

Based on estimates of the composite of all accounts or the fully funded subset method.

Does not reflect the performance of any single account.

PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.

Top 10 option strategy traders ranked by September 2007 return 
(Managing at least $1 million as of Sept. 30, 2007.)

2007 
September YTD $ under

Rank Trading advisor return return mgmt.
1. Aksel Capital Mgmt (Growth & Income) 15.04 -28.42 3.7M

2. Solaris Market Neutral Fund LP 13.96 15.88 1.5M

3. ACE Investment Strategists (ASIPC) 10.61 -21.64 6.6M

4. ACE Investment Strategists (SIPC) 9.63 -17.46 84.4M

5. Oxeye Capital Mgmt. (Crude Oil) 8.71 35.61 3.4M

6. Oxeye Capital Mgmt. (FTSE 100) 8.20 3.05 16.9M

7. LJM Partners (Neutral S&P Option) 7.15 3.34 110.0M

8. ACE Investment Strategists (DPC) 7.05 -26.14 4.6M

9. Harbor Assets 7.00 -2.9 1.8M

10. Ascendant Asset Adv. (Strategic2) 6.83 31.5 34.4M

MANAGED MONEY

The golden question

CME metals stir rumor mill
BY JIM KHAROUF

http://www.barclayhedge.com
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T rading Technologies (TT) scored a major victory in
its patent infringement case against eSpeed in
October when a jury ruled that eSpeed willfully

infringed on TT’s patented MD Trader software in 2004.
The jury, which deliberated for 2 days following four

weeks of testimony, awarded TT $3.5 million in damages,
ultimately upholding the firm’s well-known software
patent. The judge could triple the damage amount because
the jury determined that eSpeed willfully infringed.

“We’re obviously happy the jury validated our patents,”
says Steve Borsand, chief intellectual property counsel for
TT. “And in terms of the other cases, this was a big first
step.”

The case was considered one of the biggest trials in the
industry because it brought patent infringement directly to
many firms that previously had very little exposure to
patent litigation. Interestingly, eSpeed was the first firm to
introduce patent legislation to the industry when it sued
several exchanges in 2002 for infringement of its Wagner
Patent for electronic markets. Both cases illustrate just how
hard it is for firms to produce prior art that invalidates TT’s
patents.

TT is still engaged in patent infringement litigation with
several other firms including CQG, Rosenthal Collins
Group (RCG), GL Trade, and Futurespath.

For its part, eSpeed is likely to appeal its case.
“The court has yet to try certain issues relating to the

validity and enforceability of the patents, any of which
could eliminate the judgment,” eSpeed said in a statement.
“eSpeed will present additional arguments that the patents
are invalid and will also present evidence that the patents
cannot be enforced due to inequitable conduct by Trading
Technologies. The court’s decision on these matters will
probably occur in the next few months.” 

The lengthy trial featured a variety of evidence and testi-
mony from eSpeed and TT. eSpeed presented several key
pieces of alleged “prior art” including GL Trade’s TradePad
software, which witnesses said was available several
months prior to the critical date of March 2, 1999, when TT
CEO Harris Brumfield said he created the idea for MD
Trader. 

However, a forensic software expert testified for TT that
he could find no evidence that TradePad was delivered to
U.S. customers prior to the March date on the back-up
disks, hard drives, or computer presented by eSpeed.
Without that proof, the jury determined TradePad was not
prior art. 

Other pieces of prior art that were rejected by the jury
included evidence from Japanese software vendor Midas
Kapiti, the Tokyo Stock Exchange, and the Tokyo
International Financial Futures Exchange. Such rulings by a

jury could be taken up by the appeals court.
TT witness Christopher Thomas effectively summed up

the prior art arguments when he told the jury that static lad-
der pricing was available long before MD Trader as were
bid and ask data, market depth, and single-click trading,
but no one put them together before Brumfield did.

“If it was obvious, they would have done it, but they did-
n’t,” Thomas said of GL Trade. 

eSpeed also failed to convince the jury that damages
should have been based on a per-screen basis, which would
have lowered the damage estimates dramatically. TT’s esti-
mate was based on a per-transaction fee. 

Attorneys and sources close to the litigation said the
other firms are still ready to go to battle with TT, despite the
ruling against eSpeed.

Geoff Baker, an attorney representing RCG, says the court
ruling will not affect RCG because it uses trading software
that does not infringe on TT’s patents.

“The verdict has no real material affect on RCG today,”
Baker says. “It doesn’t affect our front-end trading software
because we don’t infringe.” 

And Baker held that there is more prior art evidence that
was not presented to the jury during the eSpeed trial.

“You can’t ask people to make decisions of this magni-
tude when they don’t see everything,” Baker says. “And
this jury did not see all
the prior art that is out
there. The U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office,
or another jury, is going
to invalidate these
patents. We intend to
make that happen.”

In a post-trial hear-
ing, the court ruled that
RCG, GL, and the other
parties that are still
engaged legally with
TT can keep their cases
open while an appeals
court rules on the
eSpeed case. Leaving
those cases open effec-
tively allows the other
litigants to continue to
look for additional evi-
dence of prior art. The
appeals process is
expected to take at least
18 months to reach
completion.�

A big win

Court rules for TT over eSpeed
BY JIM KHAROUF

http://www.optionsmentoring.com
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Options Watch: High-volume indices (as of Oct. 25)
Compiled by Tristan Yates
The following table summarizes the expiration months available for 15 indices with the largest options volume. It also shows each index’s average bid-ask spread for at-
the-money (ATM) November options. The information does NOT constitute trade signals. It is intended only to provide a brief synopsis of potential slippage in each
option market.

Option contracts traded
2007 2008 2009

Bid-ask spreads

Bid-ask
spread as % 

Closing of underlying
Index Sym Exchange price Call Put price

Euro index XDE PHLX X X X X X 142.66 0.07 0.05 0.04%
Nasdaq 100 index NDX CBOE X X X X X X X X 2,188.59 0.97 0.97 0.04%
Russell 2000 index RUT CBOE X X X X X X X 810.85 0.67 0.67 0.08%
Mini-Nasdaq 100 index MNX CBOE X X X X X X X X X 218.86 0.23 0.20 0.10%
S&P 100 index OEX CBOE X X X X X X X 707.86 0.77 0.77 0.11%
S&P 100 index XEO CBOE X X X X X X X X X 707.86 0.87 1.00 0.13%
Dow Jones index DJX CBOE X X X X X X X X 136.75 0.19 0.22 0.15%
Mini S&P 500 index XSP CBOE X X X X X X X 151.59 0.22 0.25 0.15%
S&P 500 index SPX CBOE X X X X X X X X X 1,515.88 2.67 3.03 0.19%
Gold/silver index XAU PHLX X X X X X X 175.89 0.60 0.63 0.35%
Housing index HGX PHLX X X X X X 156.32 0.70 0.60 0.42%
Oil service Index PHL OSX PHLX X X X X X X 296.31 1.35 1.25 0.44%
Morgan Stanley retail index MVR CBOE X X X X 165.05 0.77 0.70 0.44%
Volatility Index (CBOE) VIX CBOE X X X X X X 20.80 0.18 0.08 0.64%
Banking Index BKX PHLX X X X X X X 101.18 1.22 1.00 1.10%
Legend:
Call: Two-day average difference between bid and ask prices for the front-month ATM call.
Put: Two-day average difference between bid and ask prices for the front-month ATM put.
Bid-ask spread as % of underlying price: Average difference between bid and ask prices for front-month, ATM call and put divided by the underlying’s closing price.
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Going global

CME strenghtens ties in Asia, South America
BY JIM KHAROUF

The CME Group expanded its reach in Asia and
established a presence in South America in
October, agreeing to deals with exchanges in

Korea and Brazil.
The CME and the Brazilian Mercantile & Futures

Exchange (BM&F) announced a non-binding letter of intent
that would give the CME a 10-percent stake in the exchange
and put Brazilian contracts on the Globex platform.

The deal marks CME’s initial foray into the Latin
American market. BM&F will take a 2-percent stake in the
CME. The agreement is expected to be completed after
BM&F’s initial public offering, slated for later this year, and
includes a provision to terminate if the deal is not complet-
ed by March 31, 2008.

CME executives hope the equity stake and partnership
will open access to Brazil, a market that has been largely
closed to foreign investment and trading.

“This is an important arrangement for us not just because
of the size of the Brazilian economy and the size of the

Brazilian exchange, but it’s the first time we’re gaining
entry into a Latin American market,” says Craig Donohue,
CME CEO. 

Other options considered include the CME providing off-
shore collateral management services to the BM&F clear-
inghouses for non-Brazilian-real denominated collateral
posted by BM&F customers outside Brazil. The two
exchanges are also looking at BM&F becoming a “super
clearing member” of the CME, which would give BM&F
members access to the CME without a clearing member
arrangement. 

“With the 10-percent stake, we’re going to break down
many of those barriers so that will include direct market
access and offshore collateral management to reduce the
cost for global investors outside Brazil,” Donohue says.

Also, the CME Group’s longtime ties to the Korean mar-
ket paid off when it signed a deal with the Korea Exchange
(KRX) to host the Kospi 200 futures contract on Globex, thus
providing access to the Korean market to CME members. 
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Under the proposed agreement, the CME Group will
match the trades on Globex, with KRX continuing to clear
and settle their products. For the CME, the move represents
its first tangible deal in Asia, while KRX is able to post its
contract on CME’s global exchange network.

“We’re trying to ensure we have the broadest array of
products available for global investors,” Donohue says.
“This is very much in keeping with our overall strategy
because product diversity goes hand-in-hand with
increased distribution and having relevant products for
Asian investors. Korea is a very significant force in the glob-
al economy and a pivotal part of our Asian strategy.”

More than 32 million Kospi 200 futures traded through
August of 2007. The deal does not, however, include the
Kospi 200 equity index options contract, the most actively
traded contract in the world (2.4 billion contracts traded last
year). Donohue says there are no plans to offer the options
contract on Globex, a move that would put the CME into
the securities arena and require Securities and Exchange
Commission approval. 

The Kospi futures contract will be offered to CME mem-
bers after KRX hours, giving the product virtual 24-hour
trading in 2008. The contract will trade from 2 a.m. to 3 p.m.
CT, or 5 p.m. to 6 a.m. Seoul time.

Landing a deal for the Kospi futures is a major success for
the CME, which has had a relationship with the Koreans for

the past 11 years. A number of issues still need to be worked
out, such as getting a “no action letter” from the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in order
to list the contract in the U.S. Non-U.S. members and glob-
al firms, however, will be able to trade the Kospi futures as
soon as they are available on Globex. 

Another key part of the deal is the creation of a telecom
hub in Seoul, which would allow easier access to Globex.
The CME currently has four hubs in Asia.

Bucky Isaacson, president of Future Funding
Consultants, which has worked extensively with Korean
firms, says putting the Kospi on Globex will help raise the
profile of the futures product. 

“Right now a lot of CTAs (currency trading advisors) and
hedge funds are trading [the Kospi futures contract]
through offshore hedge funds,” Isaacson says. “U.S.-only
CTAs have not traded it largely because of the regulation.
But most of them already have its tick data and will start
trading once it’s approved [by the CFTC]. There’s already a
pent-up demand.”

One of the drawbacks to the CME deal is that Kospi
futures will only be offered on Globex outside of Korean
trading hours. There is still some question as to whether
posting the contract on Globex will help make it a liquid,
24-hour market.�

http://www.currencytradermag.com
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The following table summarizes the trading activity in the most actively traded futures contracts. The information does NOT constitute
trade signals. It is intended only to provide a brief synopsis of each market’s liquidity, direction, and levels of momentum and volatility.
See the legend for explanations of the different fields. Volume figures are for the most active contract month in a particular market and
may not reflect total volume for all contract months. 
Note: Average volume and open-interest data includes both pit and side-by-side electronic contracts (where applicable). Price activity for CME futures
is based on pit-traded contracts, while price activity for CBOT futures is based on the highest-volume contract (pit or electronic).

Legend
Vol: 30-day average daily volume, in thou-
sands (unless otherwise indicated).
OI: Open interest, in thousands (unless other-
wise indicated). 
10-day move: The percentage price move
from the close 10 days ago to today’s close.
20-day move: The percentage price move
from the close 20 days ago to today’s close.
60-day move: The percentage price move
from the close 60 days ago to today’s close.
The “% Rank” fields for each time window

(10-day moves, 20-day moves, etc.) show the
percentile rank of the most recent move to a
certain number of the previous moves of the
same size and in the same direction. For
example, the “% Rank” for 10-day move
shows how the most recent 10-day move
compares to the past twenty 10-day moves;
for the 20-day move, the “% Rank” field shows
how the most recent 20-day move compares
to the past sixty 20-day moves; for the 60-day
move, the “% Rank” field shows how the most
recent 60-day move compares to the past
one-hundred-twenty 60-day moves. A reading

of 100 percent means the current reading is
larger than all the past readings, while a read-
ing of 0 percent means the current reading is
smaller than the previous readings. These fig-
ures provide perspective for determining how
relatively large or small the most recent price
move is compared to past price moves.
Volatility ratio/rank: The ratio is the short-
term volatility (10-day standard deviation of
prices) divided by the long-term volatility (100-
day standard deviation of prices). The rank is
the percentile rank of the volatility ratio over
the past 60 days.

This information is for educational purposes only. Futures & Options Trader provides this data in good faith, but it cannot guarantee its accuracy or timeliness. Futures & Options
Trader assumes no responsibility for the use of this information. Futures & Options Trader does not recommend buying or selling any market, nor does it solicit orders to buy
or sell any market. There is a high level of risk in trading, especially for traders who use leverage. The reader assumes all responsibility for his or her actions in the market.

FUTURES SNAPSHOT (as of Oct. 25) 

E- Pit 10-day % 20-day % 60-day % Volatility 
Market sym sym Exch Vol OI move Rank move Rank move Rank ratio/rank

E-Mini S&P 500 ES CME 1.71 M 1.76 M -2.57% 33% -1.26% 22% 3.74% 39% .53 / 63%
10-yr. T-note ZN TY CBOT 1.14 M 2.29 M 1.91% 83% 1.16% 35% 2.93% 48% .47 / 92%
5-yr. T-note ZF FV CBOT 546.4 1.59 M 1.75% 88% 1.63% 58% 2.72% 55% .45 / 82%
E-Mini Nasdaq 100 NQ CME 356.5 349.3 1.22% 11% 3.37% 23% 11.87% 99% .20 / 5%
30-yr. T-bond ZB US CBOT 326.0 911.8 2.77% 100% 2.74% 74% 2.94% 47% .60 / 100%
Eurodollar* GE ED CME 325.5 1.20 M 0.34% 80% 0.17% 38% 0.65% 95% .48 / 28%
Crude oil CL NYMEX 256.4 295.0 8.88% 73% 9.15% 60% 18.20% 92% .33 / 55%
E-Mini Russell 2000 ER CME 228.5 535.5 -3.21% 43% -0.64% 13% 4.11% 47% .45 / 51%
2-yr. T-note ZT TU CBOT 211.3 940.5 0.23% 90% 0.13% 31% 1.12% 43% .43 / 75%
Eurocurrency 6E EC CME 160.0 199.8 0.69% 41% 1.24% 32% 4.51% 97% .20 / 10%
Mini Dow YM CBOT 154.5 83.4 -2.46% 50% -1.90% 45% 2.50% 24% .62 / 83%
Japanese yen 6J JY CME 116.4 176.3 2.59% 100% 0.82% 7% 4.12% 44% .40 / 65%
Corn ZC C CBOT 96.3 598.5 6.58% 50% -5.28% 91% 14.80% 74% .22 / 15%
Soybeans ZS S CBOT 84.7 224.9 1.35% 10% -1.43% 25% 20.47% 91% .10 / 3%
British pound 6B BP CME 75.4 100.1 0.87% 43% 1.81% 92% 0.72% 17% .35 / 37%
Natural gas NG NYMEX 65.1 82.3 4.54% 23% 3.89% 11% 17.72% 92% .39 / 52%
Gold 100 oz. GC NYMEX 63.8 194.2 1.89% 25% 5.23% 50% 16.18% 100% .12 / 2%
Wheat ZW W CBOT 48.0 223.0 -9.17% 75% -14.04% 100% 26.10% 26% .17 / 25%
S&P 500 index SP CME 47.9 554.2 -2.56% 33% -1.26% 22% 3.76% 38% .53 / 63%
Swiss franc 6S SF CME 47.7 69.5 1.24% 80% 0.09% 3% 3.13% 79% .30 / 27%
Canadian dollar 6C CD CME 47.3 133.6 0.99% 5% 3.99% 44% 10.11% 93% .18 / 23%
Sugar SB ICE 46.4 339.7 4.18% 57% 1.19% 6% -0.58% 4% .27 / 50%
Australian dollar 6A AD CME 43.4 82.0 0.43% 6% 3.77% 27% 5.88% 82% .30 / 23%
RBOB gasoline RB NYMEX 36.2 55.7 8.19% 83% 6.78% 89% 9.80% 38% .34 / 55%
Fed Funds ZQ FF CBOT 33.1 126.6 0.02% 25% -0.02% 67% 0.53% 83% .03 / 10%
Heating oil HO NYMEX 33.0 54.3 7.17% 92% 6.94% 54% 16.09% 93% .34 / 43%
E-Mini S&P MidCap 400 ME CME 28.6 94.9 -2.64% 33% -0.26% 0% 3.66% 23% .42 / 55%
Silver 5,000 oz. SI NYMEX 22.5 77.7 -0.57% 60% 1.91% 24% 7.33% 82% .21 / 0%
Soybean oil ZL BO CBOT 18.6 60.1 2.38% 38% 3.13% 46% 9.73% 43% .24 / 27%
Soybean meal ZM SM CBOT 16.7 50.2 0.50% 0% -1.17% 0% 29.82% 99% .10  / 3%
Mexican peso 6M MP CME 15.9 77.9 0.00% 0% 1.02% 38% 1.43% 20% .11 / 8%
Coffee KC ICE 15.1 102.3 -12.77% 100% -6.37% 88% 6.63% 51% .61 / 58%
Crude oil e-miNY QM NYMEX 13.7 7.2 8.88% 100% 9.15% 65% 18.20% 93% .30 / 50%
Nikkei 225 index NK CME 9.5 68.6 -5.78% 100% -3.33% 18% -3.47% 19% .48 / 68%
Copper HG NYMEX 8.4 49.1 -4.99% 80% -4.44% 36% -2.43% 46% .49 / 57%
Lean hogs HE LH CME 8.3 53.7 -9.79% 83% -7.30% 31% -24.51% 99% .18 / 18%
Live cattle LE LC CME 8.2 27.3 0.77% 30% -1.55% 70% 2.11% 22% .16 / 0%
Cocoa CC ICE 7.5 60.9 -1.56% 18% -10.09% 67% -4.75% 57% .19 / 12%
Nasdaq 100 ND CME 5.7 42.8 1.22% 11% 3.37% 23% 11.87% 99% .20 / 5%
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ZD DJ CBOT 4.8 26.4 -2.46% 50% -1.90 45% 2.50% 24% .62 / 83%
Silver 5,000 oz. ZI CBOT 4.7 5.8 -0.59% 60% 1.96% 22% 7.44% 82% .21 / 0%
LIBOR EM CME 4.7 44.5 0.29% 57% 0.42% 71% 0.68% 99% .46 / 17%
Natural gas e-miNY QG NYMEX 4.1 3.6 4.54% 36% 3.89% 13% 13.16% 85% .40 / 55%
New Zealand dollar 6N NE CME 3.4 25.1 -1.19% 33% 2.85% 25% -0.64% 2% .32 / 32%
U.S. dollar index DX ICE 3.4 36.8 -0.99% 56% -1.30% 33% -4.19% 97% .23 / 28%
Russell 2000 index RL CME 2.2 29.5 -3.21% 43% -0.64% 13% 4.11% 50% .45 / 50%
10-year interest rate swap SR NI CBOT 1.8 53.4 2.02% 88% 1.20% 31% 3.93% 67% .53 / 100%
*Average volume and open interest based on highest-volume contract (September 2008).
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LEGEND:
Options vol: 20-day average daily options volume (in thousands unless otherwise indicated).
Open interest: 20-day average daily options open interest (in thousands unless otherwise indicated).
IV/SV ratio: Overall average implied volatility of all options divided by statistical volatility of underlying instrument.
10-day move: The underlying’s percentage price move from the close 10 days ago to today’s close.
20-day move: The underlying’s percentage price move from the close 20 days ago to today’s close. The “% Rank” fields for each time window (10-day moves,
20-day moves) show the percentile rank of the most recent move to a certain number of previous moves of the same size and in the same direction. For exam-
ple, the “% Rank” for 10-day moves shows how the most recent 10-day move compares to the past twenty 10-day moves; for the 20-day move, the “% Rank”
field shows how the most recent 20-day move compares to the past sixty 20-day moves.

MOST-LIQUID OPTIONS*
Options Open 10-day % 20-day % IV/SV IV/SV ratio —

Indices Symbol Exchange volume interest move rank move rank ratio 20 days ago
S&P 500 index SPX CBOE 212.5 1.62 M -2.57% 33% -1.11% 26% 19.2% / 12.3% 15.7% / 16.4%
S&P 500 volatility index VIX CBOE 107.4 1.37 M 12.13% 50% 24.53% 44% 80.3% / 105.3% 97% / 109.1%
Russell 2000 index RUT CBOE 67.5 688.5 -3.46% 57% -0.97% 13% 26.4% / 17.3% 21.2% / 19.3%
Nasdaq 100 index NDX CBOE 35.8 242.9 0.96% 6% 3.11% 20% 25.6% / 16.6% 19.2% / 17.3%
S&P 100 index OEX CBOE 29.2 130.0 -2.52% 50% -1.37% 42% 17.6% / 11.5% 15.1% / 15.3%

Stocks
Boeing Co BA 1.84 M 318.1 -0.27% 0% -8.97% 91% 26.1% / 30% 23.3% / 24%
Anadarko Petroleum APC 1.82 M 236.8 1.35% 10% 6.25% 26% 33.5% / 26.8% 30% / 28.1%
Neurochem NRMX 1.82 M 52.3 28.43% 73% 42.39% 97% 117.2% / 107.2% 93.9% / 108.7%
Morgan Stanley MS 1.23 M 286.1 -7.55% 75% -3.95% 33% 41.1% / 35.9% 30.3% / 45.4%
Syntax-Brillan Corp. BRLC 1.22 M 183.2 -5.49% 83% 9.54% 45% 97.6% / 84.3% 105.7% / 89.3%

Futures
Eurodollar ED-GE CME 349.2 10.59 M 0.34% 80% 0.17% 40% 20.5% / 14.8% 21.9% / 17.4%
10-year T-notes TY-ZN CBOT 77.4 517.9 1.91% 83% 1.16% 35% 5.4% / 5.5% 5.8% / 6.2%
Crude oil CL NYMEX 55.8 440.9 8.88% 73% 9.15% 65% 30% / 31.2% 26.4% / 25%
5-yr. T-note FV-ZF CBOT 31.9 344.6 1.75% 88% 1.63% 58% 4.1% / 4% 4.2% / 4.6%
Corn C-ZC CBOT 30.1 822.0 6.58% 50% -5.28% 91% 28.4% / 26.8% 27.8% / 33.3%

VOLATILITY EXTREMES**
Indices — High IV/SV ratio

S&P 100 index XEO CBOE 8.1 72.7 -2.52% 50% -1.37% 42% 18.8% / 11.5% 14.9% / 15.5%
Mini S&P 500 index XSP CBOE 1.7 26.8 -2.57% 33% -1.11% 26% 19.4% / 12.3% 15.6% / 16.1%
S&P 500 index SPX CBOE 212.5 1.62 M -2.57% 33% -1.11% 26% 19.2% / 12.3% 15.7% / 16.4%
S&P 500 futures SP CME 10.4 92.8 -2.56% 33% -1.26% 22% 19.5% / 12.5% 15% / 14.6%
Nasdaq 100 index NDX CBOE 35.8 242.9 0.96% 6% 3.11% 20% 25.6% / 16.6% 19.2% / 17.3%

Indices — Low IV/SV ratio
S&P 500 volatility index VIX CBOE 107.4 1.37 M 12.13% 50% 24.53% 44% 80.3% / 105.3% 97% / 109.1%

Stocks — High IV/SV ratio
Harrah’s Entertainment HET 1.1 269.8 0.67% 39% 1.81% 65% 11.5% / 4.7% 17.5% / 9%
Amylin Pharmas AMLN 11.8 239.4 0.30% 0% -5.44% 84% 80.5% / 35.6% 57% / 28.9%
American Intl Group AIG 23.0 786.0 -9.31% 100% -8.42% 86% 40.1% / 20.1% 23.4% / 19.1%
Countrywide Financial CFC 60.4 776.9 -28.50% 100% -30.74% 74% 123% / 61.7% 62.3% / 75.6%
Synchronoss Technologies SNCR 1.6 18.3 -18.94% 100% -17.63% 88% 102.3% / 52.3% 77.9% / 86.8%

Stocks — Low IV/SV ratio
LDK Solar Co. LDK 27.1 87.5 -19.59% 20% -48.38% 95% 103.3% / 154.4% 92.4% / 80.2%
Pier 1 Imports PIR 1.0 17.8 -21.04% 85% 6.40% 92% 67.4% / 94.3% 76.9% / 55.2%
Akamai Technologies AKAM 28.0 276.6 5.01% 9% 31.29% 100% 50% / 68.8% 55.2% / 47.4%
Cree CREE 21.2 177.7 -7.16% 25% -18.00% 94% 63.3% / 85.2% 60.8% / 58.5%
China Sunergy Co. CSUN 5.0 26.5 5.69% 61% 8.33% 63% 125.5% / 164.1% 116.4% / 111.9%

Futures — High IV/SV ratio
S&P 500 futures SP CME 10.4 92.8 -2.56% 33% -1.26% 22% 19.5% / 12.5% 15% / 14.6%
Japanese yen JY-6J CME 3.2 61.1 2.73% 100% 0.82% 10% 10.8% / 7.4% 9.3% / 8.8%
E-mini S&P 500 futures ES CME 20.9 116.0 -2.57% 33% -1.26% 22% 19.4% / 13.4% 15% / 17%
Eurodollar ED-GE CME 349.2 10.59M 0.34% 80% 0.17% 40% 20.5% / 14.8% 21.9% / 17.4%
British pound BP-6B CME 1.1 9.8 0.87% 43% 1.81% 92% 7.3% / 5.3% 7.5% / 6.4%

Futures — Low IV/SV ratio
Coffee KC ICE 10.7 144.2 -12.77% 100% -6.37% 88% 26% / 42.1% 32% / 30.8%
Orange juice OJ ICE 1.4 38.9 7.26% 40% 15.94% 73% 37.3% / 52.2% 36.8% / 31.8%
Sugar SB ICE 19.0 408.4 4.18% 57% 1.19% 6% 19.7% / 26.1% 23.7% / 23%
Cocoa CC ICE 1.1 37.6 -1.56% 18% -10.09% 67% 22.6% / 25.5% 24.9% / 29.9%
Cotton CT ICE 8.2 252.4 1.04% 17% -3.42% 11% 22.4% / 25.2% 27.5% / 32%
* Ranked by volume                ** Ranked based on high or low IV/SV values.

OPTIONS RADAR (as of Oct. 25) 



American style: An option that can be exercised at any
time until expiration. 

Assign(ment): When an option seller (or “writer”) is
obligated to assume a long position (if he or she sold a put)
or short position (if he or she sold a call) in the underlying
stock or futures contract because an option buyer exercised
the same option.

At the money (ATM): An option whose strike price is
identical (or very close) to the current underlying stock (or
futures) price. 

Bear call spread: A vertical credit spread that consists
of a short call and a higher-strike, further OTM long call in
the same expiration month. The spread’s largest potential
gain is the premium collected, and its maximum loss is lim-
ited to the point difference between the strikes minus that
premium.

Bear put spread: A bear debit spread that contains puts
with the same expiration date but different strike prices.
You buy the higher-strike put, which costs more, and sell
the cheaper, lower-strike put. 

Beta: Measures the volatility of an investment compared
to the overall market. Instruments with a beta of one move
in line with the market. A beta value below one means the
instrument is less affected by market moves and a beta
value greater than one means it is more volatile than the
overall market. A beta of zero implies no market risk. 

Bull call ladder: A variation of the bull call debit spread
that profits if the underlying market doesn’t rally too far. To
enter a bull call ladder, buy an ATM or ITM long call and
sell two calls at different, higher strike prices. The goal is to
profit from a moderately bullish outlook without too much
upside risk. Ideally, the market will rally and close between
the two short strikes at expiration. But if the market jumps
far above the highest short strike, potential losses could be
unlimited.

Bull call spread: A bull debit spread that contains calls
with the same expiration date but different strike prices.
You buy the lower-strike call, which has more value, and
sell the less-expensive, higher-strike call. 

Bull put spread (put credit spread): A bull credit
spread that contains puts with the same expiration date, but
different strike prices. You sell an OTM put and buy a less-
expensive, lower-strike put. 

Butterfly: A non-directional trade consisting of options
with three different strike prices at equidistant intervals:
Long one each of the highest and lowest strike price options
and short two of the middle strike price options.

Calendar spread: A position with one short-term short
option and one long same-strike option with more time
until expiration. If the spread uses ATM options, it is mar-
ket-neutral and tries to profit from time decay. However,
OTM options can be used to profit from both a directional
move and time decay.

Call option: An option that gives the owner the right, but
not the obligation, to buy a stock (or futures contract) at a
fixed price. 

Carrying costs: The costs associated with holding an
investment that include interest, dividends, and the oppor-
tunity costs of entering the trade. 

Condor: A non-directional trade with options at four dif-
ferent strike prices at equidistant intervals: Long one each
of the highest and lowest strike price options and short two
options with strikes in between these extremes.

Covered call: Shorting an out-of-the-money call option
against a long position in the underlying market. An exam-
ple would be purchasing a stock for $50 and selling a call
option with a strike price of $55. The goal is for the market
to move sideways or slightly higher and for the call option
to expire worthless, in which case you keep the premium.

Credit spread: A position that collects more premium
from short options than you pay for long options. A credit
spread using calls is bearish, while a credit spread using
puts is bullish.

Debit: A cost you must pay to enter any position if the
components you buy are more expensive than the ones you
sell. For instance, you must pay a debit to buy any option,
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KEY CONCEPTS
The option “Greeks”

Delta: The ratio of the movement in the option price for
every point move in the underlying. An option with a
delta of 0.5 would move a half-point for every 1-point
move in the underlying stock; an option with a delta of
1.00 would move 1 point for every 1-point move in the
underlying stock.

Gamma: The change in delta relative to a change in the
underlying market. Unlike delta, which is highest for
deep ITM options, gamma is highest for ATM options
and lowest for deep ITM and OTM options.

Rho: The change in option price relative to the change
in the interest rate.

Theta: The rate at which an option loses value each day
(the rate of time decay). Theta is relatively larger for
OTM than ITM options, and increases as the option gets
closer to its expiration date.

Vega: How much an option’s price changes per a one-
percent change in volatility.
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and a spread (long one option, short another) requires a
debit if the premium you collect from the short option does-
n’t offset the long option’s cost. 

Deep (e.g., deep in-the-money option or deep
out-of-the-money option): Call options with strike
prices that are very far above the current price of the under-
lying asset and put options with strike prices that are very
far below the current price of the underlying asset. 

Delta-neutral: An options position that has an overall
delta of zero, which means it’s unaffected by underlying
price movement. However, delta will change as the under-
lying moves up or down, so you must buy or sell
shares/contracts to adjust delta back to zero.

Diagonal spread: A position consisting of options with
different expiration dates and different strike prices — e.g.,
a December 50 call and a January 60 call.

Double diagonal spread: A double diagonal resembles
an iron condor (call credit spread + put credit spread), but
the long side of each spread expires in a later month. This
position combines two diagonal spreads on either side of
the market and tries to exploit the time decay of the short,
near-term options. It collects the most profit if the market
trades sideways by expiration. 

To construct a double diagonal, enter two spreads simul-
taneously: a call spread, which consists of a short out-of-
the-money call and a long, higher-strike call in a further
month; and a put spread, which consists of a short OTM put
and a long, lower-strike put in a more-distant month. Both
spread’s short options share the same expiration month,
and the long options expire together at least one month
later. 

European style: An option that can only be exercised at
expiration, not before. 

Exercise: To exchange an option for the underlying
instrument. 

Expiration: The last day on which an option can be exer-
cised and exchanged for the underlying instrument (usual-
ly the last trading day or one day after). 

Intermonth (futures) spread: A trade consisting of
long and short positions in different contract months in the
same market — e.g., July and November soybeans or
September and December crude oil. Also referred to as a
futures “calendar spread.”

In the money (ITM): A call option with a strike price
below the price of the underlying instrument, or a put
option with a strike price above the underlying instru-
ment’s price. 

Intrinsic value: The difference between the strike price

of an in-the-money option and the underlying asset price. A
call option with a strike price of 22 has 2 points of intrinsic
value if the underlying market is trading at 24.

Iron condor: A market-neutral position that enters a bear
call spread (OTM call + higher-strike call) above the market
and a bull put spread (OTM put + lower-strike put) below
the market. Both spreads collect premium, and profit when
the market trades between the short strikes by expiration.
All options share the same expiration month.

Leverage: An amount of “buying power” that increases
exposure to underlying market moves. For example, if you
buy 100 shares of stock, that investment will gain or lose
$100 for each $1 (one-point) move in the stock. 

But if you invest half as much and borrow the other half
from your broker as margin, then you control those 100
shares with half as much capital (i.e., 2-to1 buying power).
At that point, if the stock moves $1, you will gain or lose
$100 even though you only invested $50 — a double-edged
sword.

Limit up (down): The maximum amount that a futures
contract is allowed to move up (down) in one trading ses-
sion. 

Lock-limit: The maximum amount that a futures contract
is allowed to move (up or down) in one trading session.   

Long call condor: A market-neutral position structured
with calls only. It combines a bear call spread (short call,
long higher-strike further OTM call) above the market and
a bull call spread (long call, short higher-strike call). Unlike
an iron condor, which contains two credit spreads, a call
condor includes two types of spreads: debit and credit.

Long-Term Equity AnticiPation Securities
(LEAPS): Options contracts with much more distant expi-
ration dates — in some cases as far as two years and eight
months away — than regular options.

Market makers: Provide liquidity by attempting to prof-
it from trading their own accounts. They supply bids when
there may be no other buyers and supply offers when there
are no other sellers. In return, they have an edge in buying
and selling at more favorable prices.

Monte Carlo simulation: A Monte Carlo simulation
generates random numbers from probability distributions
to help solve quantitative problems. It is widely used in sci-
ence and finance, especially for problems that are difficult
to solve with a straightforward, analytic approach. It was
developed by mathematician Stanislaw Ulam during the
Manhattan Project.

In trading, Monte Carlo measures what happens when
trades occur in a random (instead of chronological) order.
The logic is that a system might produce individual trade

continued on p. 42
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results in real-time trading that are similar to hypothetical
ones, but not in the same order — which will alter draw-
down and profitability. 

For example, a Monte Carlo simulation takes a group of
50 trades and randomly selects one. It repeats this process
50 times, and might select the same trade more than once so
some trades aren’t included at all. The result is a series of 50
trades based on historical test results, but with different
characteristics than the original chronological list. The pro-
gram then reorders these 50 trades thousands of times to
produce statistically valid results.  

Naked (uncovered) puts: Selling put options to collect
premium that contains risk. If the market drops below the
short put’s strike price, the holder may exercise it, requiring
you to buy stock at the strike price (i.e., above the market).

Open interest: The number of options that have not
been exercised in a specific contract that has not yet expired. 

Opportunity cost: The value of any other investment
you might have made if your capital wasn’t already in the
markets

Outlier: An anomalous data point or reading that is not
representative of the majority of a data set. 

Out of the money (OTM): A call option with a strike
price above the price of the underlying instrument, or a put
option with a strike price below the underlying instru-
ment’s price. 

Parity: An option trading at its intrinsic value.

Premium: The price of an option. 

Put option: An option that gives the owner the right, but
not the obligation, to sell a stock (or futures contract) at a
fixed price. 

Put ratio backspread: A bearish ratio spread that con-
tains more long puts than short ones. The short strikes are
closer to the money and the long strikes are further from the
money. 

For example if a stock trades at $50, you could sell one
$45 put and buy two $40 puts in the same expiration month.
If the stock drops, the short $45 put might move into the
money, but the long lower-strike puts will hedge some (or
all) of those losses. If the stock drops well below $40, poten-
tial gains are unlimited until it reaches zero.  

Put spreads: Vertical spreads with puts sharing the same
expiration date but different strike prices. A bull put spread
contains short, higher-strike puts and long, lower-strike
puts. A bear put spread is structured differently: Its long
puts have higher strikes than the short puts.

Ratio spread: A ratio spread can contain calls or puts and
includes a long option and multiple short options of the
same type that are further out-of-the-money, usually in a
ratio of 1:2 or 1:3 (long to short options). For example, if a
stock trades at $60, you could buy one $60 call and sell two
same-month $65 calls. Basically, the trade is a bull call
spread (long call, short higher-strike call) with the sale of
additional calls at the short strike. 

Overall, these positions are neutral, but they can have a
directional bias, depending on the strike prices you select.
Because you sell more options than you buy, the short
options usually cover the cost of the long one or provide a
net credit. However, the spread contains uncovered, or
“naked” options, which add upside or downside risk.

Straddle: A non-directional option spread that typically
consists of an at-the-money call and at-the-money put with
the same expiration. For example, with the underlying
instrument trading at 25, a standard long straddle would
consist of buying a 25 call and a 25 put. Long straddles are
designed to profit from an increase in volatility; short strad-
dles are intended to capitalize on declining volatility. The
strangle is a related strategy.

Strangle: A non-directional option spread that consists of
an out-of-the-money call and out-of-the-money put with
the same expiration. For example, with the underlying
instrument trading at 25, a long strangle could consist of
buying a 27.5 call and a 22.5 put. Long strangles are
designed to profit from an increase in volatility; short stran-
gles are intended to capitalize on declining volatility. The
straddle is a related strategy.

Strike (“exercise”) price: The price at which an under-
lying instrument is exchanged upon exercise of an option.

Time decay: The tendency of time value to decrease at an
accelerated rate as an option approaches expiration. 

Time spread: Any type of spread that contains short
near-term options and long options that expire later. Both
options can share a strike price (calendar spread) or have
different strikes (diagonal spread).

Time value (premium): The amount of an option’s
value that is a function of the time remaining until expira-
tion. As expiration approaches, time value decreases at an
accelerated rate, a phenomenon known as “time decay.”

Variance and standard deviation: Variance meas-
ures how spread out a group of values are — in other
words, how much they vary. Mathematically, variance is the
average squared “deviation” (or difference) of each number
in the group from the group’s mean value, divided by the
number of elements in the group. For example, for the num-

KEY CONCEPTS continued
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bers 8, 9, and 10, the mean is 9 and the variance is:

{(8-9)2 + (9-9)2 + (10-9)2}/3 = (1 + 0 + 1)/3 =   0.667

Now look at the variance of a more widely distributed set
of numbers: 2, 9, and 16:

{(2-9)2 + (9-9)2 + (16-9)2}/3 = (49 + 0 + 49)/3 =  32.67

The more varied the prices, the higher their variance —
the more widely distributed they will be. The more varied a
market’s price changes from day to day (or week to week,
etc.), the more volatile that market is.

A common application of variance in trading is standard
deviation, which is the square root of variance. The stan-
dard deviation of 8, 9, and 10 is:   .667 = .82; the standard
deviation of 2, 9, and 16 is:   32.67 = 5.72.

Vertical spread: A position consisting of options with
the same expiration date but different strike prices (e.g., a
September 40 call option and a September 50 call option). 

VIX: measures the implied volatility of S&P 500 index
options traded on the Chicago Board Option Exchange
(CBOE). The index reflects the market expectation of near-
term (i.e., 30-day) volatility. The VIX has been around since
1990, but underwent a major transformation in late 2003. It
is a commonly referenced gauge of the stock market’s “fear
level.” 

When the CBOE overhauled the VIX in September 2003,
it changed it from a volatility measurement based on the
S&P 100 (OEX) to one based on the S&P 500 (SPX). 

The old VIX formula used the Black-Scholes pricing
model that looked at eight near-term at-the-money OEX

options (calls and puts). The new VIX is derived from near-
term at-the-money SPX options as well as out-of-the-money
puts and calls (so the index reflects the full range of volatil-
ity). 

The new calculation derives the VIX from the prices of
options themselves rather than from a formula. The CBOE
also applied the new calculation method to the CBOE NDX
Volatility Index (VXN), which reflects the volatility of the
Nasdaq 100 index. The exchange still publishes the original
VIX calculation, which can be found under the ticker sym-
bol VXO. For more information about the VIX and its cal-
culation, visit www.cboe.com/vix.

Volatility: The level of price movement in a market.
Historical (“statistical”) volatility measures the price fluctu-
ations (usually calculated as the standard deviation of clos-
ing prices) over a certain time period — e.g., the past 20
days. Implied volatility is the current market estimate of
future volatility as reflected in the level of option premi-
ums. The higher the implied volatility, the higher the option
premium.

Volatility skew: The tendency of implied option volatil-
ity to vary by strike price. Although, it might seem logical
that all options on the same underlying instrument with the
same expiration would have identical (or nearly identical)
implied volatilities. For example, deeper in-the-money and
out-of-the-money options often have higher volatilities than
at-the-money options. This type of skew is often referred to
as the “volatility smile” because a chart of these implied
volatilities would resemble a line curving upward at both
ends. Volatility skews can take other forms than the volatil-
ity smile, though.

EVENTS

Event: Chicago High Probability Options Trading seminar
by DiscoverOptions
Date: Nov. 9, 8:30 to 4
Location: Hyatt Regency O’Hare, Rosemont, Ill.
For more information: Visit 
http://www.discoveroptions.com

Event: 20th Annual IFTA Conference
Date: Nov. 8-11
Location: Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt
For more information: Visit 
http://www.ifta.org/events/next-conference/

Event: The Traders Expo Las Vegas
Date: Nov. 15-18

Location: Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino, 
Las Vegas, Nev.
For more information: Visit 
http://www.tradersexpo.com

Event: ETFs 2007
Date: Nov. 27
Location: Cafe Royal, London
For more information: http://www.wbr.co.uk/ETF

Event: 23rd Annual Futures & Options Expo
Date: Nov. 27-29
Location: Hyatt Regency Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
For more information: Visit 
http://www.futuresindustry.org and click on “Conferences.”

http://www.discoveroptions.com
http://www.ifta.org/events/next-conference/
http://www.tradersexpo.com
http://www.wbr.co.uk/ETF
http://www.futuresindustry.org
http://www.cboe.com/vix
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MONTH

Legend

CPI: Consumer Price Index

ECI: Employment cost index

First delivery day (FDD):
The first day on which deliv-
ery of a commodity in fulfill-
ment of a futures contract can
take place.

First notice day (FND): Also
known as first intent day, this
is the first day a clearing-
house can give notice to a
buyer of a futures contract
that it intends to deliver a
commodity in fulfillment of a
futures contract. The clearing-
house also informs the seller.

FOMC: Federal Open Market
Committee

GDP: Gross domestic 
product

ISM: Institute for supply man-
agement

LTD: Last trading day; the
first day a contract may trade
or be closed out before the
delivery of the underlying
asset may occur.  

PPI: Producer price index

Quadruple witching Friday:
A day where equity options,
equity futures, index options,
and index futures all expire. 

November
1 LTD: October milk options (CME)

FND: November orange juice futures 
(ICE)
FDD: November coal, natural gas, and 
crude oil futures (NYMEX); November 
aluminum, copper, palladium, platinum, 
silver, and gold futures (NYMEX); 
November rice and soybean futures 
(CBOT)

2 October unemployment
LTD: December cocoa options (ICE)
FND: November propane, gasoline, and 
heating oil futures (NYMEX)

3
4
5
6 FDD: November propane futures 

(NYMEX)

7
8 LTD: November orange juice futures 

(ICE)
FDD: November gasoline and heating oil
futures (NYMEX); November orange 
juice futures (ICE)

9 LTD: November currency options (CME);
November U.S. dollar index options 
(ICE); December cotton, sugar, and 
coffee options (ICE)

10
11
12
13 LTD: December crude oil options 

(NYMEX)

14 October PPI
LTD: November soybean futures 
(CBOT)

15 October CPI
LTD: November lumber futures (CME); 
November Goldman Sachs Commodity 
index options (CME)
FND: December cocoa futures (ICE)

16 LTD: All November equity options; 
November S&P options (CME); 
November Nasdaq options (CME); 
November Russell options (CME); 
November Dow Jones options (CBOT); 
December crude oil futures (NYMEX); 
December orange juice options (ICE)
FND: November lumber futures (CME)
FDD: November lumber futures (CME)

17

18
19
20 LTD: December T-bond options (CBOT), 

December platinum options (NYMEX); 
December oats, rice, wheat, corn, and 
soybean products options (CBOT)
FND: December crude oil futures 
(NYMEX); December coffee futures 
(ICE)

21
22 Markets closed — Thanksgiving Day

23
24
25
26 FND: December cotton futures (ICE)

27 LTD: December natural gas, gasoline, 
and heating oil options (NYMEX); 
December coal futures (NYMEX); 
December aluminum, copper, silver and 
gold options (NYMEX)

28 LTD: December natural gas futures 
(NYMEX); November aluminum, copper, 
palladium, platinum, silver, and gold 
futures (NYMEX)
FND: December coal futures (NYMEX)

29 Q3 GDP (prelim)
LTD: November milk options (CME)
FND: December natural gas futures 
(NYMEX)

30 LTD: December propane, gasoline, and 
heating oil futures (NYMEX)
FND: December T-bond futures (CBOT);
December aluminum, copper, palladium, 
platinum, silver, and gold futures 
(NYMEX); December oats, corn, wheat, 
and soybean product futures (CBOT)

December
1 FDD: December coal, natural gas, and 

crude oil futures (NYMEX)

2
3 FDD: December T-bond futures (CBOT);

December aluminum, copper, platinum, 
palladium, silver, and gold futures 
(NYMEX); December oats, wheat, corn, 
and soybean products (CBOT); 
December cotton, cocoa, and coffee 
futures (ICE)

4 FND: December propane, heating oil, 
and gasoline futures (NYMEX)

NOVEMBER/DECEMBERFUTURES & OPTIONS CALENDAR 
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The information on this page is
subject to change. Futures &
Options Trader is not responsible
for the accuracy of calendar dates
beyond press time.
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� CQG has released version 7.5, which includes Pre-Trade
Analytics, a suite of four new studies — the DOMTracker,
DOMTracker Oscillator, DOMActivity, and Older Orders
Ratio. These studies track activities in the order book away
from the inside market. The new Order Ticker uses a
numeric display fashioned after the classic stock ticker to
display actions at the inside market and in the order book.
In addition, CQG now offers Quantity Triggered Stop
Orders, which are elected once the resting amount of orders
in the order queue drops below the trader set threshold.
Other enhancements include scanning portfolios of spreads
for pre-set conditions, simultaneous chart scrolling linked
to news headlines, instant messaging with other CQG
traders, and live chat with CQG customer support. 

Also, CGQ has added the Singapore Exchange (SGX) to
its direct trading connections. CQG has connected its host-
ed trading gateways to SGX, giving customers the ability to
trade exchange contracts. SGX has been added to CQG’s list
of tradable exchanges, which includes Globex, eCBOT,
Eurex, Montreal, Euronext, NYBOT, ICE, DME,
NYMEX/COMEX, and SFE.

Finally, CQG and Strategy Runner have announced the
integration of their trading platforms. Strategy Runner’s
connection with the CQG API will allow their FCM partners
to utilize CQG’s data and order routing services. In turn,
CQG customers will have access to Strategy Runner servic-
es and algorithmic trading solutions using Strategy
Runner’s robust server-based technology. For more infor-
mation, visit http://www.cqg.com.

� MarketDelta has introduced a new indicator called the
TPD Index, the first of its kind to take Market Profile con-
cepts and logic and apply them systematically. Named after

Dr. Thomas P. Drinka, a professor who has researched
Market Profile for close to 20 years, the TPD Index has a
pane that shows the 20-day success rate for the indicator.
The TPD Index provides a maximum of one trading signal
each day. It can be used with intraday time frames as well,
but all the research was done using daily and 30 minute
data. TPD Index is currently being offered for a one-time fee
of $997. Visit http://www.marketdelta.com/newsite/
tpdi.aspx for more information and ordering instructions.

� ICE Futures, the leading soft commodity exchange
and a subsidiary of IntercontinentalExchange, is now offer-
ing foreign exchange futures electronically on the ICE trad-
ing platform. Listing of the foreign exchange futures con-
tracts will occur in phases. In the initial phase, the following
futures contracts will be offered electronically 22 hours a
day on the ICE platform: British pound/Japanese yen
(GBP/JPY), British pound/Swiss franc (GBP/CHF), British
pound/U.S. dollar (GBP/USD), euro/British pound
(EUR/GBP), euro/Japanese yen (EUR/JPY), euro/Swiss
franc (EUR/ CHF), euro/U.S. dollar (EUR/USD), Swiss
franc/Japanese yen (CHF /JPY), U.S. dollar/Japanese yen
(USD/JPY), and U.S. dollar/Swiss franc (USD/ CHF).
These foreign exchange contracts will begin electronic trad-
ing on the ICE platform at 8:00 p.m. ET on Thursday, Nov.
8 for trade date Nov. 9. For more information, please visit
http://www.theice.com.

Note: The New Products and Services section is a forum for industry
businesses to announce new products and upgrades. Listings are adapt-
ed from press releases and are not endorsements or recommendations
from the Active Trader Magazine Group. E-mail press releases to edi-
torial@futuresandoptionstrader.com. Publication is not guaranteed.

NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

http://www.cqg.com
http://www.marketdelta.com/newsite/tpdi.aspx
http://www.theice.com
http://www.marketdelta.com/newsite/tpdi.aspx
mailto:editorial@futuresandoptionstrader.com
http://www.zecco.com/trading/Options.aspx?campaign=1activetrader
mailto:editorial@futuresandoptionstrader.com
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TRADE

Date: Monday, Oct. 1.

Entry: Long the December 2007 Mini
Dow futures (YMZ07) at 14,189.

Reasons for trade/setup: About an
hour and a half before the closing bell,
we’d already taken a respectable profit
from this big up day — but the fact the
market had staged rally upon rally after we
exited enticed us to put on one more brief
trade before the closing bell rang. 

We had exited the previous intraday
trade at 14,194 — just four points off the
day’s high of 14,198 — and decided a pull-
back below 14,190 would be a good entry
point for a late-session scalp. The goal was
to take one more small profit as the market challenged (as
we expected on the high-momentum day) the session’s
high.

We did not want to hold the trade past the close because
analysis indicated a  probable down move the next day (see
the Trade Diary on p. 96 of the December 2007 issue Active
Trader).

Initial stop: 14,184. 

Initial target: 14,198, or the close of the session.

RESULT

Exit: 14,079.

Profit/loss: -110 (0.78 percent).

Trade executed according to plan? No. 

Outcome: We broke practically every rule in the book
with this one — overtrading, taking unnecessary risk, hold-

ing on to a loser. And we managed to add the feel-good of
buying very near the top of the day’s range.

The next day’s expected correction unfortunately started
about an hour early for this trade; we were caught so off-
guard by the sell-off at the end of the session we failed to
exit. (The market will bounce back, the market will bounce back.) 

We compounded the error by holding on to the position
for nearly two more days, finally bailing out 110 points
below the entry. Not getting stopped out at the absolute low
of the move (at 14,024) was small consolation. 

Adding even more insult to injury was our belief the
market would rally back fairly soon, which it ended up
doing Oct. 5. Unfortunately, we had to staunch the bleeding
on a position that shouldn’t have been made in the first
place. �

Note: Initial targets for trades are typically based on things such
as the historical performance of a price pattern or trading system
signal. However, individual trades are a function of immediate
market  behavior; initial price targets are flexible and are most
often used as points at which a portion of the trade is liquidated to
reduce the position’s open risk. As a result, the initial (pre-trade)
reward-risk ratios are conjectural by nature.

Greed and overconfidence 

wipe out profits.

FUTURES TRADE JOURNAL

Date Contract Entry Initial Initial IRR Exit Date P/L LOP LOL Trade 
stop target length

10/1/07 YMZ07 14,189 14,184 14,198 1.8 14,079 10/3/07 -110  (0.8%) +3 110 2 days

TRADE SUMMARY

Legend: IRR — initial reward/risk ratio (initial target amount/initial stop amount); LOP — largest open profit (maximum available profit
during lifetime of trade); LOL — largest open loss (maximum potential loss during life of trade).

Source: TradeStation
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TRADE

Date: Thursday, Oct. 11.

Market: Options on Expeditors International of Wash-
ington Inc. (EXPD).

Entry: Buy 1 November 55 put for $4.90.

Reasons for trade/setup: A couple of bearish signs
emerged in EXPD on Oct. 11’s open: Standard and Poor’s
had just added it to its S&P 500 index, and UBS down-
graded Expeditors International to “neutral” from “buy.” 

Historical testing shows both patterns preceded weak-
ness in S&P 500 stocks. Since 2000, individual stocks
dropped an average 2.14 percent in the 10 days after join-
ing the S&P 500. And after downgrades, S&P 500 stocks
slipped an average of 0.45 percent intraday (open to close),
and declined another 0.33 percent the next day during the
same period.

Figure 1 shows EXPD jumped 3.9 percent on Oct. 9, the
day after Standard and Poor’s
announced plans to add
Expeditors International to
the S&P 500. But the next day
EXPD fell 1.7 percent before it
was officially added at the
close. Could Expeditors fall
and fill this gap within two
days? 

EXPD slipped 1.51 percent
overnight on downgrade
news before it bounced back
an hour after the markets
opened on Oct. 11 (see Figure
2). At that point, Expeditors
traded 1.21 percent above its
open, which seemed like a
good entry point. We bought a
November 55 put for $4.90
when EXPD traded at $50.80
around 10:30 a.m. ET. 

Buying in-the-money puts

A brief decline in Expeditors International of Washington
was likely for two reasons: Standard and Poor’s added
EXPD to its S&P 500 index on Oct. 10, and UBS down-
graded the stock before Oct. 11’s open. 

FIGURE 1 — POISED FOR WEAKNESS?

Source: eSignal

Bearish patterns align and trigger an intraday

long put trade. But a hasty exit limits profits.

OPTIONS TRADE JOURNAL

We bought the November 55 put when EXPD traded near its high and exited after it fell
1.77 percent four hours later — a gain of $0.70 (14.3 percent). 

FIGURE 2 — DOWNGRADE TAKES ITS TOLL

Source: eSignal
continued on p. 48
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is a directional trade. The goal
is simply to exploit a likely
drop in the underlying stock.
We chose the 55 strike because
its delta is -0.71, which means
the put should climb by $0.71
per share for every $1 decline
in Expeditors International.
We selected November expira-
tion so that time decay won’t
be much of a factor for this
brief trade.

Figure 3 shows the long
put’s potential gains and loss-
es on three dates: trade entry
(Oct. 11, dotted line), halfway until
expiration (Oct. 30, dashed line),
and Nov. 17 expiration (solid line).
The trade has just a 46-percent
chance of success, but if EXPD
slips 1 percent within two days,
the put should gain roughly $0.30
(6 percent).

Initial stop: Sell put if it loses
half its value ($2.45) within two
days.

Initial target: Hold put until the
close on Friday, Oct. 12.

Outcome: Figure 2 shows we
bought the November 55 put near
Expeditor International’s high
($51.03), and EXPD soon moved in
the right direction as the stock fell 1.2 percent to its opening
price within 30 minutes. 

The long put was immediately profitable. We planned to
wait until Oct. 12’s close to buy it back, but when Expeditor
dropped below $50, we panicked and sold the put for $5.60
— a gain of $0.70 (14.3 percent). 

EXPD fell another 0.70 percent by the close and dropped
0.50 percent further overnight. If we had not exited early,
we could have sold the put for more than $6.00. �

OPTIONS TRADE JOURNAL continued

This November 55 long put is strictly a bearish directional trade. The put has a high
delta, so it will earn $0.71 per share for each $1 that EXPD drops.

FIGURE 3 — RISK PROFILE

Source: OptionVue

TRADE STATISTICS

Oct. 11 10:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.

Delta: -71.02 -75.49

Gamma: 6.02 7.55

Theta: -2.59 -2.01

Vega: 5.52 4.88

Probability of profit: 46% 50%

Breakeven point: 50.10 50.10

TRADE SUMMARY

Entry date: Oct. 11, 2007

Underlying security: EXPD

Position: Long put

Initial capital required: $490

Initial stop: Exit if put’s value drops to $245

Initial target: Exit at Oct. 12’s close

Initial daily time decay: $2.59

Trade length (in days): 1

P/L: $70 (14.3 percent)

LOP: $70

LOL: -$10

LOP – largest open profit (maximum available profit during lifetime of trade);

LOL – largest open loss (maximum potential loss during life of trade).
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